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T · Judicial District Court - Adams County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2010-0002655 Current Judge: Bradly S Ford 
Gregory Scott McAmis, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
User: TARA 
Gregory Scott McAmis, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User Judge 
9/28/2010 NCPC JAN New Case Filed - Post Conviction Releif Bradly S Ford 
JAN Filing: H1 O - Post-conviction act proceedings Bradly S Ford 
Paid by: McAmis, Gregory Scott (subject) 
Receipt number: 0013981 Dated: 09/28/2010 
Amount: $.00 (Cash) For: McAmis, Gregory Scott 
(subject) 
PETN JAN Petition and Affidavit for Post Conviction Relief Bradly S Ford 
PROS JAN Prosecutor assigned Myron Dan Gabbert Jr Bradly S Ford 
10/13/2010 ORDR JAN Order Regarding Court Appointment of Attorney Bradly S Ford 
11/17/2010 NOHG JAN Notice Of Hearing (12-3-10) Bradly S Ford 
HRSC JAN Hearing Scheduled (Status 12/03/2010 10:30 Bradly S Ford 
AM) Defendant appearing by telephone 
12/3/2010 HRHD JAN Hearing result for Status held on 12/03/2010 Bradly S Ford 
10:30 AM: Hearing Held Defendant appearing 
by telephone 
CMIN JAN Court Minutes Bradly S Ford 
Hearing type: Status 
Hearing date: 12/3/2010 
Time: 10:50 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Yvonne Hyde Gier (telephone) 
Minutes Clerk: JAN 
Tape Number: 
Party: Gregory McAmis 
Prosecutor: Myron Gabbert 
12/7/2010 ORPD JAN Subject: McAmis, Gregory Scott Order Appointing Bradly S Ford 
Public Defender Kelly R Whiting 
HRSC JAN Hearing Scheduled (Status 01/07/201110:00 Bradly S Ford 
AM) Post Conviction 
12/14/2010 NOTC VIAN NE Notice Declining Appointment As Attorney For Bradly S Ford 
Petitioner 
12/21/2010 ORPD JAN Subject: McAmis, Gregory Scott Amended Order Bradly S Ford 
Appointing Public Defender Tyler Rounds 
ORDR JAN Order Vacating Hearing and Notice of Hearings Bradly S Ford 
12/22/2010 CONT JAN Continued (Status 02/04/2011 10:00 AM) Post Bradly S Ford 
Conviction 
HRSC JAN Hearing Scheduled (Evidentiary 03/04/2011 Bradly S Ford 
01 :00 PM) Post Conviction 
12/23/2010 ORDR JAN Order to Transport Bradly S Ford 
1/13/2011 MOTN JAN Motion for Preparation of Transcript Bradly S Ford 
MOTN JAN Ex Parte Motion to Re-Extend Time to File Bradly S Ford 
Amended Petition and Vacate Status Conference 
1/14/2011 ORDR JAN Order to Re-Extend Time to File Amended Bradly S Ford 
Petition and Vacate Status Conference 
CONT JAN Continued (Status 04/01/2011 09:00 AM) Post Bradly S Ford 
Conviction i 
Date: 12/5/2012 
Time: 11 :09 AM 
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T · Judicial District Court - Adams County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2010-0002655 Current Judge: Bradly S Ford 
Gregory Scott McAmis, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
User: TARA 
Gregory Scott McAmis, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User Judge 
1/14/2011 ORDR JAN Order Vacating Evidentiary Hearing Bradly S Ford 
HRVC J.A.N Hearing result for Evidentiary held on 03/04/2011 Bradly S Ford 
01:00 PM: Hearing Vacated Post Conviction 
ORDR JAN Order for Preparation of Transcript Bradly S Ford 
2/23/2011 AFFD JAN Affidavit of Tyler Rounds - attorney fees Bradly S Ford 
(December - $98) (January - $469) 
3/2/2011 MOTN JAN Ex Parte Motion to Re-Extend Time to File Bradly S Ford 
Amended Petition 
ORDR JAN Order to Re-Extend Time to File Amended Bradly S Ford 
Petition (60 days) 
3/4/2011 LODG JAN Transcript Lodged ($152.75) Bradly S Ford 
4/1/2011 HRHD JAN Hearing result for Status held on 04/01/2011 Bradly S Ford 
09:00 AM: Hearing Held Post Conviction 
CMIN JAN Court Minutes Bradly S Ford 
Hearing type: Status 
Hearing date: 4/1/2011 
Time: 9:36 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: JAN 
Tape Number: 
Party: Gregory McAmis, Attorney: Ty!er Rounds 
Prosecutor: Myron Gabbert 
4/12/2011 PETN JAN Verified Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Bradly S Ford 
Relief 
AFFD JAN Petitioner's Second Affidavit in Support of Bradly S Ford 
Post-Conviction Relief 
4/25/2011 ANSW JAN Answer (Prosecutor) Bradly S Ford 
6/14/2011 AFFD JAN Affidavit of Tyler S Rounds (attorney fees for Feb, Bradly S Ford 
Mar, Aprl, May) $630 
7/18/2011 ORDR JAN Order for Payment of Attorney Fees (Feb, Mar, Bradly S Ford 
April, May) $630.00 
10/17/2011 AFFD JAN Affidavit of tyler S Rounds (attorney fees for June Bradly S Ford 
- September) $154 
10/18/2011 NOHG JAN Notice Of Hearing - Review Bradly S Ford 
HRSC JAN Hearing Scheduled (Review Hearing 11/04/2011 Bradly S Ford 
09:30 AM) Post Conviction Relief 
10/19/2011 ORDR JAN Order for Payment of attorney Fees (June - Bradly S Ford 
September) $154 
11/4/2011 HRHD JAN Hearing result for Review Hearing scheduled on Bradly S Ford 
11/04/2011 09:30 AM: Hearing Held Post 
Conviction Relief 
2 
Date: 12i5/2012 
Time: 11 :09 AM 
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T · Judicial District Court - Adams County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2010-0002655 Current Judge: Bradly S Ford 
Gregory Scott McAmis, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Gregory Scott McAmis, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User 
11/4/2011 CMIN JAN Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Review Hearing 
Hearing date: 11/4/2011 
Time: 9:58 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: JAN 
Tape Number: 
Party: Gregory McAmis, Attorney: Tyler Roun~s 
Prosecutor: Myron Gabbert 
HRSC JAN Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 
01/06/2012 10:30 AM) Post Conviction Relief 
HRSC JAN Hearing Scheduled (Evidentiary 02/02/2012 
09:00 AM) Post Conviction Relief 
12/20/2011 AFFD JAN Affidavit of Tyler S Rounds 
12/21/2011 ORDR JAN Order for Payment of Attorney Fees (October -
November, 2011) $483.00 
12/29/2011 STIP JAN Stipulation to Continue Pre-Trial Conference and 
Court Trial 
1/4/2012 ORDR JAN Order to Continue Pre-Trial Conference and 
Court Trial 
CONT JAN Continued (Pretrial Conference 05/04/2012 
09:30 AM) Post Conviction Relief 
CONT JAN Continued (Evidentiary 05/31/2012 09:00 AM) 
Post Conviction Relief 
2/21/2012 AFFD JAN Affidavit of Tyler S Rounds 
2/23/2012 ORDR JAN Order for Payment of Attorney Fees (December, 
2011 -January,2012)$119 
3/13/2012 AFFD JAN Affidavit of Tyler S Rounds 
3/14/2012 ORDR JAN Order for Payment of Attorney Fees - February, 
2012 ($182) 
4/27/2012 ORDR JAN Order Vacating and Resetting Hearing 
CONT JAN Continued (Evidentiary 07/02/2012 09:00 AM) 
Post Conviction Relief 
5/4/2012 HRHD JAN Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled 
on 05/04/2012 09:30 AM: Hearing Held Post 
Conviction Relief 
ORDR JAN Order to Transport 
CMIN JAN Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Pretrial Conference 
Hearing date: 5/4/2012 
Time: 9:07 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: JAN 
Tape Number: 
Party: Gregory McArnis, Attorney: Tyler Rounds 
Prosecutor: Myron Gabbert 
User: TARA 
Judge 
Bradly S Ford 
Bradly S Ford 
Bradly S Ford 
Bradly S Ford 
Bradly S Ford 
Bradly S Ford 
Bradly S Ford 
Bradly S Ford 
Bradly S Ford 
Bradly S Ford 
Bradly S Ford 
Bradly S Ford 
Bradly S Ford 
Bradly S Ford 
Bradly S Ford 
Bradly S Ford 
Bradly S Ford 
Bradly S Ford 
Date: 12/5/2012 Thi Judiciail District Court - Adams County User: TARA 
Time: 11 :09 AM ROARepo:t 
Page 4 of 5 Case: CV-2010··0002655 Current ,Judge: Brad!y S Ford 
Gregory Scott McArnis, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Gregory Scott McA.mis, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User Judge 
-~--~-------~-~--,-~,·---~~~-~--,~--·-~~--~~=~·-·--~----~~-
5/17/2012 AFFD JAN Affidavit of Tyler S Rounds Bradly S Ford 
5/18/2012 ORDR J.AN Order for Payment of Attorney Fees (April, 2012) Bradly S Ford 
$539 
6/7/2012 CONT ,!AN Continued (Evidentiary 07/02/2012 11:00 AM) Bradly S Ford 
Post Conviction Relief 
6/8/2012 AFFD ,IAN Affidavit of Tyler S Rounds Bradly S Ford 
6/11/2012 ORDR JAN Order to Transport (change of time) Bradly S Ford 
6/18/2012 ORDR JAN Order for Payment of attorney Fees (May, 2012) Bradly S Ford 
$266 
6/25/2012 SUBR JAN Subpoena Returned - Robin James Bradly S Ford 
7/2/2012 CONT JAN Continued (Evidentiary 08/03/2012 11 :00 AM) Bradly S Ford 
Post Conviction Relief 
CMIN JAN Court Minutes Bradly S Ford 
Hearing type: Evidentiary 
Hearing date: 8/14/2012 
Time: 2:01 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: JAN 
Tape Number: 
Party: Gregory McAmis, Attorr.ey: Tyler Rounds 
Prosecutor: Myron Gabbert 
7 /9/2012 ORDR JAN Order to Transport (8-3·2012 at 11:00 am) Bradly S Ford 
7/10/2012 AFFD JAN Affidavit of Tyler S Rounds Bradly S Ford 
7/17/2012 ORDR JAN Order for Payment of Attorney Fees (June, 2012) Bradly S Ford 
$217 
8/1/2012 AFFD JAN Affidavit of Tyler S Rour.ds Bradly S Ford 
8/3/2012 CTST JAN Hearing result for Evidentiary schedu!ed on Bradly S Ford 
08i03!2012 11 :00 /\M: Court Trial Started Post 
Conviction Relief 
ADVS JAN Case Taken Under Advisement Bradly S Ford 
CMIN JAN Court Minutes Bradly S Ford 
Hearing type: Evidentiary 
Hearing date: 8/3/2012 
Time: 9:39 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: JA.N 
Tape Number: 
Party: Gregory McAmis, Attorney: Tyler Rounds 
Prosecutor: Myron Gabbert 
COMM JAN Commitment - Heid To Answer Bradly S Ford 
ORDR JAN Order for Payment of Attorney fees (July, 2012) Bradly S Ford 
$497 
9/14/2012 AFFD VIAN NE Affidavit Of Tyler S. Rounds Bradly S Ford 
9/20/2012 ORDR TARA Order Granting Post-Conviction Heh~f Bradly S Ford 
J) 
Date: 12/5/2012 
Time: 11 :09 AM 
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T Judicial District Court ~ Adams County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2010--0002655 Current Judge: Bradly S Ford 
Gregory Scott McAmis, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
User: TARA 
Gregory Scott McAmis, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User Judge 
9/20/2012 CDIS TARA Civil Disposition entered for: McAmis, Gregory Bradly S Ford 
Scott, Subject Filing date: 9/20/2012 
STAT TARA STATUS CHANGED: Closed Bradly S Ford 
DEOP TARA Decision Or Opinion Bradly S Ford 
9/21/2012 ORDR TARA Order To Transport Bradly S Ford 
9/28/2012 JDMT TARA Judgment Bradly S Ford 
10/3/2012 AFFD JAN Affidavit of Tyler S Rounds Bradly S Ford 
10/5/2012 ORDR TARA Order for Payment of Attorney Fees (August Bradly S Ford 
2012) $742.00 
ORDR TARA Order for Payment of attorney Fees (September Bradly S Ford 
2012) $399.00 
10/10/2012 NTOA TARA Notice Of Appeal Bradly S Ford 
MOTN TARA Motion For Appointment Of State Appellate Public Bradly S Ford 
Defender 
APSC TARA Appealed To The Supreme Court Bradly S Ford 
STAT TARA ST A TUS CHANGED: Inactive Bradly S Ford 
10/16/2012 ORDR TARA Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender Bradly S Ford 
in Direct Appeal 
11/14/2012 AFFD TARA Affidavit of Tyler Rounds Bradly S Ford 
ORDR TARA Order for Payment of Attorney Fees Bradly S Ford 
FAX NO. 2085257146 P. 02 
InmateName Gr,.,9 . m~4r;:S 
IDOC No. R 5 3 2 ~ .:trc..w c 
Address ? J ff D;ne-:i(M .... J,•,,e,,- f!'v-<-
~ c.,, 111 ];. p 
Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 1 JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
----==------
OF THE STATE OF IDAH6, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF f).b&m S 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
C., o.. eze. 0.. '\f - -::i. D \ 0 ~ ;l.. le> 5' S-
Case No.' t..~2.oa~-Oa&6<J57- r.f' 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
Respondent. 
~ETITION AND AFFIDA VJT 
FOR POST CONVICTION 
RELIEF 
The Petitioner a.llcges: 
l. Place of detention if in custody: [_ E_.~~'-"-·1-_t":...:,:,,_ _______ _ 
2. Name and location of the Court which imposed j ndgement/sentence: A~li n ~ 
f {J 
3. 1l1e case number and the offense or offenses for which sentence was imposed: 
(a) Case Number: .c...&w.Zar.<.Je"-<4~-:Jit"-5<2.wa,r_c~ ...... '1.~S: ...... 2_-_,_,~~£'----------
(b) Offense Convicted: G / .... a. J f::A --er±: 
4. The date upon which sentenct: was imposed and tl1e terms of sentence: 
a. Da:te of Sentence: 4_ ... _,,,-!?_-~Z""'a,,_,o"'-'R"'-----------
b. Tenns of Sentence: S: - ,t:, 'K-i: d 4..-J ..c.r.L_._li(-"--'-/)"'-------
PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 1 
Revised: l0/J3/05 
St'.P-28-~2010 TUE 04: 19 PM IMC IF-Ci~c FAX NO. ?n85257146 P. 03 
5. Check whether a finding of guilty was made after a plea: 
)X1 Of guilty [ ) Of not guilty 
I 
6. · Did you appeal from the judgment of conviction or the imposition of sentence? 
j;Xr Yes [ ) No 
If so, what was the Docket Number of the Appeal? __________ _ 
7. State concisely all the grounds on which you base your application for post 
conviction relief: (Use additional sheets if necessary.) 
c ef) 11/).(e_/_ ______________ _ 
(c) ________________________ _ 
8. Prior to 111is petition, have you filed \\~th respect to this conviction: 
a. Petitions in State or Federal Couli for habeas COJpus? ______ _ 
b. · Any other petitions, motions, or applications in any other court? ___ _ 
c. Jf you answered yes to a orb above, state the name and court in -vvbich each 
pe6tion, motion or applicat!on was filed: 
PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 2 
Rtvised: l O/l.3/05 
r RX NU. c:'.IJtl;)c:'.'.) 1140 t'. UL! 
9. If your applicatjon is based upon the failure of counsel to adequately represent you, 
10. 
state concisely and in detail what counsel failed to do in representing your interests: 
. (b) hon.. 're.; 
i I 'J-4. o+-: 
""1 ~ .C...-e;,. e.~~-------------
ha/ fca!fa-f=, ~t1 
• 
i:;-1...1,.4 ""-3~.J-..- H/ l;:::,.{dq,,b/~tL.Ld l'IS.:t +o c.al}f(//f- /<it.;, 
f=','/',.,,, /:'oY- ~)),'+Jo/I~// 6~«:1<J/),).f 
Are you seeking leave to proceed in forma paupens, that is, requesting the 
proceeding be at county expense? (If your answer is ''yes», you rirnst fill om a 
Motion to Proceed in Fonna Pauperis and supporting affidavit) 
[] Yes )d'No 
11. Are you requesting the appointment of counsel to represent you in this case? (If your 
answer is ''yes'\ you must fill out a Motion for the Appointment of Counsel and supporting 
· affidavit, as.well ·as a Motion to Proceed bl Form a Pauperis and suppo11ing affidavit.) 
[]Yes [']No 
12. State specifically the rel.ief you seek: 
.!'...~ '-! )'.eg:,C( 
• J ., 
[)a Pl-:e..ca. 
PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 3 
Rcvii;cd: l 0113/05 
r AX NU. ('1 ltl!JC'.~ I l i!b ri. u::i 
13. This Petition may be accompanied by affidavi1s in support of the petition. (F onns 
for this are available.) 
DATED this li clay of :>_.er J--.e:,..r-i-{?·e c_, 201.(2_. 
STATE OF IDAI-10 ) 
) SS 
County of A- )J ~~ ) 
;'1 ( /)/~) 1 ): _ , being sworn, deposes and says that the party is the 
Peti1ioner in the above-entitled appeal and that all statements jn this PETITION FOR POST 
CONVICTION RELIEF are true and conect to tlie best of his or her knowledge and belief. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN and AFFIRMED to before me this __ day of 
--------·· 20 __ . 
(SEAL) Notary Publjc for Idaho 
Commission expires: ____ _ 
PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 4 
R<..·viscd; J 0/J3/05 
AFFIDAVIT 
(Adams county) 
I. Ub 
Tn the time i was incarcerated in canyon county i intended to go to trial, then on 
the day of jury selection the state offered a plea agree1nent saying they knew it was 
a mistake and would release nle right away, and if i made restitution they would 
reduce the charge to a misde1neanor~ they also told me they talked to Adams 
county and they would make the same offer, 1. signed the plea agreement and was 
released to Adams county, who then did not follow what i was promised and 
asked for several continuances and held me under a persistent violator act that i am 
not eligible for. I was arrested at eighteen for burglary and the charges were 
dropped. I have no prior felony convictions, and bavc never been to prison tilJ 
now. and then after many months on the day of trial the state made an offer to 
match the plea agrce1ncnt froin canyon county as i was promised many months 
before, they also promised to stand silent at sentence and did not honor that 
promise. I was also told by my attorney that the judge personally told him he 
would go along with the states plea agreement, and then at sentence the state asked 
for prison and did not stand silent, and when i pressed my attorney to object alJ he 
said was your honor the state promised to stand silent and that is not what we 
witnessed, and then after a long silence he said but go ahead and sentence him. 
then my attorney asked for prison with retained jurisdiction instead of the plea 
agree1nent, I o~jected again and he told me to remain silent that the judge was 
going to follow the agreement but instead gave me 5 fixed and 6 indeterminate it is 
clear fro1n the court minutes and audio that the prosecution offered me matching 
plea agreements to got mo to plead guilty then breacl1ed these agreements at 
sentencing. I know i put myself in this position, and 111Y crime was about 
breaking promises i just ask that my plea be given back so tho fa.cts can be heard> 
or that the plea agreement be followed. 
sincerely 
GREGORY McAMIS 
1n 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT Of THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY SCOTT McAMIS, 
Petitioner, 
-vs-
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
ORDER REGARDING COURT 
APPOINTMENT OF ATTORNEY 
Case No. CVl0-2655 
The petitioner, Gregory Scott McAmis, filed a Petition for Post Conviction Relief 
pursuant to Idaho Code §19-4902. 
The petition has not been given under oath and is confusing on its face. It is not 
clear to the court if the petitioner is or is not requesting the assistance of court appointed 
counsel. 
The pethioner shall notify the court in writing by November 12, 2010 if he is 
requesting the comt to appoint an attorney to represent him in this proceeding. If the 
petitioner is requesting the cou1t to appoint an attorney to assist him, he shall submit the 
request to the court in writing along with a sworn affidavit of indigency by November 12, 
2010. 
ORDER REGARDING COURT APPOINTMENT OF ATTORNEY -1 
) ) 
r 
,__·_.?_day ofOctober1 2010. 
The undersigned certifies that on _l1_ day of October, 2010, s/he se1ved a true and 
correct copy of the original of the foregoing ORDER REGARDING COURT 
APPOINTED COUNSEL on the following individuals in the manner described: 
• upon the petitioner: 
Gregory Scott McAmis #85328 
Idaho Falls Community Work Center 
3955 Bombardier Avenue 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
• upon Adams County Public Defender 
Tim Felton 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 267 
Weiser, Idaho 83672 
• upon Adams County Prosecuting Attorney 
Mryon Dan Gabbert Jr. 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Adams County Courthouse 
P.O. Box 48 
Council, Idaho 83612 
and/or whens/he deposited each a copy of the foregoing ORDER in the U.S. Mail with 
sufficient postage to individuals at the addresses listed above. 
SHERRY WARD, Clerk of the Court 
ORDER REGARDING COURT APPOINTMENT OF ATTORNEY -2 
I~ 
Third Judicial District Court -- Adams County 
Court Minutes 
CV-2010-0002655 
CR-2006-6057 
Gregory Scott McAmis, Plaintiff vs State Ofldaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Status 
Judge: Bradly S Ford 
Hearing date: 12/3/2010 
Time: 10:50 am - 10:56 am 
Court reporter: Yvonne Hyde Gier (telephone) Minutes Clerk: JA~ 
Party: Gregory McAmis Prosecutor: Myron Gabbert 
1050 This being the time set for Status Hearing, the Defendant was present in custody of 
the Adams County Sheriff. Court questioned the Defendant regarding his lack of 
response to the Court's order. Defendant noted that he had no funds and was in 
transport and did not receive the order. 
Defendant was sworn and questioned by the Court regarding indigence. Court 
appointed Tim Felton to represent the Defendant. Mr. Felton, who was present in 
the courtroom, objected to the appointment, stating that he had represented the 
Defendant's wife and had not been paid. 
1055 Court will appoint conflict attorney. Defendant was remanded to the custody of the 
Adams County Sheriff for trai:isport back to SICI. 
COURT MINUTES 
J3 
12-07-' 10 11: 52 FROf'J- T-588 P0001/0002 F-455 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY SCOTT MCAMIS, 
Petitioner, 
vs 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Res ondent. 
PO. BOX 48/ 201 lNDUSTRIAL A VE 
COUNCIL, IDAHO 83612 
ORDER APPOINTING ATTORNEY 
(POST CONVICTION RELIEF) 
The Petitioner filed with the Court his Petition. for Post Conviction Relief on September 28. 201 O 
The Couit reviewed the petitioner's criminal file in regard to the above named Defendant and found 
the Defendant to be indigent in this matter, and 
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Kelly Whitin~ located at 425 S Whitley 
Dr, Suite 6, Fmitland, ID 83619 te1ephone (208)452-7726 be and is hereby appointed to represent the 
above named Defendant on his post conviction proceeding in the above entitled matter. He may advise the 
Court within seven days if he wishes to decline the appointment 
This matter is set for Status Conference on 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that an amended petition be filed together with any additional 
infonnation for the Court's consideration within thirty (30) days. 
ORDER APPOINTING ATTORNEY l 
1L/ 
12-07-'10 11:52 FROM- T-588 P0002/0002 F~455 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
State ofldabo. ) 
) gs 
County of ~dams ) 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order was fo1warded to the following 
pmom this 1 day of December, 2010; 
Myron Dan Gabbert 
Adams County Prosecuwr 
Council, ID 83612 
Hand delivered 
KeUy R Whiting 
Attorney at Law 
425 S Whitley Dr, Suite 6 
Fruitland, ID 83619 . 
Fax (208)452-7727 
cm,g McAmis, #85328 
3355 Bombardier Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
. 
Either by depositing the samo in the U.S. mail, Fax, or by personal service. 
Dated this 1 day of December, 2010. 
Sherry Ward, Clerk 
Clerk of the District Coun 
~~~<) 
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER APPOINTING ATTORNEY 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUOlCIAL DISTRiCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY SCOTT McAMIS, 
Petitioner, 
-vs~ 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~> 
AMENDED ORDER APPOINTING 
ATIORNEY 
Case No. CV10-2655 
The petitioner filed with the Court his Petition for Post Conviction. The Court 
reviewed the petitioner's criminal file in regard to the above named defendant and found 
the defendant to be indigent in this matter. 
The Court held a hearing with petitioner present by telephone and appointed Kelly 
Whiting as counsel for the petitioner. 
Mr. Whiting filed a Notice of Denial of Appointment as Attorney for the petitioner. 
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Tyler Rounds, 717 S. Kimball. 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 at 208-459-6795 be and is hereby appointed to represent the 
above named petitioner on his post conviction proceeding in the above entitled matter. 
AMENDED ORDER APPOINTING ATTORNEY -1 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that an amended petition be filed together with any 
additional information for ~·s consideration ~~~· lrty (30) days. 
Dated this J day of December, 20/0: 
i 
ord, District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF 
STATE OF IOAHO, ) 
) SS 
COUNTY OF ADAMS ) 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order was forwarded to 
the following persons this ':;{ ?- day of December, 2010: 
Myron Dan Gabbert, Jr. 
Prosecutor 
Council. Idaho 83612 
Tyler Rounds 
Attorney at Law 
717 S. Kimball 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Gregory Scott McAmis #85328 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 8509 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
either by depositing the same in the U.S. mail, first class postage prepaid, or by personal 
service. 
Dated this 'l ~ day of December, 2010. 
Sherry Ward, Clerk 
Clerk of o:~tri~t C~d '2 ~tyClerk 
-1\MENDED ORDER APPOINTING ATTORNEY -2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY SCOTI McAMIS, 
Petitioner, 
-vs-
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
ORDER VACATING HEARING AND 
NOTICE OF HEARINGS 
Case No. CV10-2655 
The Court appointed Tyler Rounds as counsel for the above.named petitioner on 
December 20, 2010 and allowed counsel thirty (30) days to file an amended petition, now 
orders that the status conference presently scheduled for January 7, 2011 at 10:00 a.m. be 
vacated. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the above-entitled case be, and the same hereby 
is, set for pretrial/status conference on the Petition for Post Conviction at Council, Adams 
County, Idaho, to commence at 10:00 a.m. on the 4th day of February, 2011, before the 
Honorable Bradly S. Ford, District Judge. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the above-entitled case be, and the same hereby 
is, set for an evidentiary hearing on the Petition for Post Conviction at Council, Adams 
County, Idaho to commence at 1 :00 p.m. on the 4th day of March, 2011, before the 
ORDER VACATING HEARING AND NOTICE OF HEARING l-
l~ 
Honorable Bradly S. Ford, District Judge. 
Defense counsel shall prepare a transport order for each hearing in this matter . 
. r 
Dated this 1L day of December, 2010. 
CERTIFICATION OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that copies of the foregoing Notice were forwarded to the following 
persons on the ? 2- day of December, 2010: 
Myron Dan Gabbert. Jr. 
Prosecutor 
Council, Idaho 83612 
Tyler Rounds 
Attorney at Law 
717 S. Kimball 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
ORDER VACATING HEARING AND NOTICE OF HEARING 2-
12/23/2010 10:15 2084 LOV~N ROKER 
LOVAN ROKER DARRINGTON & ROUNDS, P .C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN-lSB No.1762 
MATI.HEW J. ROKER-ISB No. 4835 
T. SHANE DARRINGTON -lSB No. 6461 
TYLER S. ROUNDS - ISB No. 7876 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, ldaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorney for Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL PISTRlCT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY MCAMIS, 
Petitioner. 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
.Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CVl0-2655 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
PAGE 02/03 
JT APPF.A.RING that the above-named Petitioner is in cbe custody of the South Idaho 
Correctional Institution and that it ia necessary that GREGORY MCAMJS be brought be.fore the 
Honorable Bradly S. Ford in the Judicial Court at 201 Industrial Ave., Council, Idaho for his Court 
date on the 4TH day ofFebrnary, 2011 at the hour of 10:00 o'clock a.m.; 
IT JS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Adams County Sheriff briog the .Petitioner from the 
South Idaho Correctional Institution to Adams County Courthouse at said time. and on said date; 
IT JS FURTHER ORDERED that immediately following said court date the Sheriff return 
said Petitioner to the custody of the South Idaho Correctional Instimtion; 
IT lS FURTHER ORDERED that the South Idaho Correctional Institution release the said 
Petitioner to the Adams County Sheriff, for the purpose of the aforementioned court appearance; and 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT - l 
12/23/2010 10:15 208 908 LOVAN ROKER PAGE 03/83 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of this Court serve a copy hereof upon the 
Adams County Sheriff's Departmentforth'f9and certify the sarne. 
DATED: December _a_3.~o. 
B 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT - 2 
LOVAN ROl<ER 
PAGE 07108 
LOVAN ROKER DARRINGTON & ROUNDS, P.C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN-JSB No.1762 
MATTHEW J. ROKER-ISB No. 4835 
T. SHANE DARRINGTON - lSB No. 64-01 
TYLER S. ROUNDS - ISB No. 7876 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S, Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorney fot Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OP THE THIRD JUDlCJAL DlSTRJCT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY MCAMIS, ) 
Petitioner 
\151. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~~~~~~~~~~~) 
CASE NO. CVl0-2655 
ORDER TO RE-EXTEND TIME 
TO FILE AMENDED PETITION AND 
VACATE STATUS CONFERENCE 
The Court, having considered the Petitioner's Ex Parle Motion to Re-extend Time to 
File Amended Petition and Vacate Status Confe,.ence> and good cause appearing therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, that Petitioner's Counsel is 
given ~O days from today's date to file Amended PetltlDo if needed and that the Status 
Conference scheduled for February 4, 2011 at 9:00 a.m. be vacated and continued to 
A,e r. l / -· 2011 at q ~ OQ D..._.m., before the Honorable Ford, at the Courthouse In 
the City of Council, State of Idaho. 
DATED: January ft !. 
. ~; ,; 
..... 
' ·<.. 
'":~ -'.1~1.!r~ .. , .:...~' ; ., . ' ' > ~ I, ~! I • 1·~ < 
2084 ' 08 LOVAN ROKER Pt4GE 08/08 
C'£RTIACATE_Qf SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of the foregojng Order was forwarded to the following 
persons on this~ day of January 2011, facsimile to MYRON DAN GABBERT. JR, s.t (208) 
253-4880, Council Idaho; and Tyler S. Rounds, at (208) 459-6908, Caldwell, Idaho and mailed 
to GREGORY MCAMIS Inmate #85328 c/o StCI PO BOX 8509, Boise, ID 83707. 
CLERK OF THE DJSTRICT COURT 
Depu 
ORDBR-2 
. . 
+'.~ ,,,... 
._, 
' 'Y 
" ·•'•·· 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY McAMIS, 
Petitioner, 
-vs-
STATE OF IDAHO. 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
ORDER VACATING EVIDENTIARY 
HEARING 
Case No. CV10-2655 
The Court extended the time to file an amended petition and ordered transcripts 
prepared in the above-entitled matter and there being good cause to vacate the evidentiary 
hearing in this matter presently scheduled for March 4, 2011. 
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the evidentiary hearing 
presently set for March 4, 2011 at 1 :00 p.m. be vacated at this time and rescheduled at the 
ourt at a later date. 
ORDER VACATING EVIDENTIARY HEARING -1 
\: 0 [) 
01/13/2811 11:57 20845 8 
LOVAN ROKER 
LOVAN ROKER DARRINGTON & ROUNDS, P.C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN· ISB No. 1762 
MATTHEW J. ROKER·ISB No. 4835 
T. SHANE DARRINGTON -lSB No. 6461 
TYLER S. ROUNDS • ISB No. 7876 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorney for Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY MCAMIS, 
Petitioner. 
vs. 
STATE OP IDAHO. 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. cv2010.2655 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF 
TRANSCRlPT 
PAGE 04/08 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, that a transcript of the 
hearings on the following dates in case number CR2006-6057: 
March 2, 2007 
July 7, 2008 
October 9, 2008 
Preliminary Hearing. 
Guilty Plea and Arraignment. 
Sentencing. 
Is to be prepared at the expense of the County. 
~ ,• 
DATED: January Ji.2011. , .. ,., ....... -·:// 
/ ./ 
" I 
03-02-'11 14:14 FROf1-a co clerk 
LOVAN ROKER & ROUNDS, P.C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN- ISB No. 1762 
MAITHEW J. ROKER-JSB No. 4835 
TYLER S. ROUNDS -ISB No. 7876 
Attorneys at Law 
717 s. Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
Catdwell, ldaho 8360.5 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facslm.ile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorney for Petitioner 
12082534880 T-341 P0003/0004 F-616 
JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
Of THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY MCAMIS, 
Petitioner 
vs. 
STATE OP IDAHO, 
Respondenr. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CVl0-2655 
ORDER 'f O RE·EXTEND TIME 
10 FILE AMENJ)EO PETITION 
The Court, having eonslderei.d the Pe ti cloner's Ex Parte Motion tQ Re-exLMd Tim~ to 
Fik Amended P1titlon, and good cause appearing therefore1 
JT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND TIIlS DOES ORDltR, thA.t Petitioner's CounaeJ ia 
g1ven 00 dttys from today's date to file Amended Petition lf needed. 
DATED: Maroh_'l:_~1 
ORDER-1 
CERTIFICATE QF SERVlCE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of the foregoing qider was forwarded to the following 
/) \,ll>."'.i L~,,1-e.'""d persons 011 this~ day of March 2011, faGS:imHe to MYRON DAN GABBERT,JR, at (208) 
~'" 253-4880, Council Idaho; and Tyler S. Rounds, at (208) 459-6908, Caldwell, Idaho and mailed 
to GREGORY MCAMIS lnmate #85328 clo SICl PO BOX 8509, Boise, ID 83707. 
SHEFlRY \IV,A.RD 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
DepcifyCJtl of the Court 
ORDER-2 J1 
Third Judicial District Court -- Adams County 
Court Minutes 
CV-2010-0002655 
Gregory Scott McAmis, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Status 
Judge: Bradly S Ford 
Hearing date: 4/1/2011 
Time: 9:14 am - 9:18 am 
Minutes Clerk: JAN~ 
Prosecutor: Myron Gabbert 
Court reporter: Yvonne Hyde Gier 
Party: Gregory McAmis, Attorney: Tyler Rounds 
914 This being the time set for status hearing, the Defendant was not present but was 
represented by his Court-appointed Attorney, Tyler Rounds. Mr. Rounds indicated 
that the Defendant had no objection to proceeding with this hearing in his absence. 
Defense noted that it had drafted an amended Petition in this matter and advised the 
Court that Defendant's Canyon County Post Conviction case CV-2010-10042 was 
scheduled for an evidentiary hearing April 22. 
918 Court requested that the amended Petition be filed within 30 days and the State's 
response be timely filed thereafter. 
COURT MINUTES 1 
LOY AN ROKER & ROUNDS, P .C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN- ISB No. 1762 
MATTHEW J. ROKER-ISB No. 4835 
TYLER S. ROUNDS - JSB No. 7876 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
LO\/ANROKER 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
Of.THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY MCAMIS, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE Of IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV2010-2655 
VERIFIED AMENDED PETITION FOR 
POST -CONVICTION RELIEF 
PAGE 02/ B7 
COMES NOW, the Petitioner in the above-entitled action, by and through his attorney of 
record, TYLER S. ROUNDS, and hereby submits this Amended Petition for Post-Conviction 
Relief, and alleges: 
1. Petitioner incorporates by this reference each of the allegations and claims 
contained in hispro se Petition filed on or about September 28, 20l0. 
2. By way of this amendment, Petitioner includes the further clnim of ineffective 
assistance of counsel as follows: 
a. The Petitioner was represented by Jonathon D. Hallin in the underlying 
criminal matter. During the change of plea hearing on July 7, 2008, the plea was reach as part of 
a plea agreement with the prosecutor, Myron Dan Gabbert. The plea agreement reach was as 
follows: 1) Mr. McArnis would plead guilty to one count of grand thefr, tbe State would move to 
dismiss the habitual offender enhancement, and the State would agree not to file charges against 
Mr. McAmis relating to a failure to appear charge; 2) Both panies would recommend a sentence 
of two-to~five-years which would be suspended; 3) Both parties would ask that the sentence 
VERIFIED AMENDED PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF - l 
would be concurrent with Canyon County; 4) Mr. McAmis would pay restitution and court costs; 
and 5) Mr. McAmis could ask for a withheld judgment. (July 7, 2008 Tr. at 4: 12~5: 11). 
However, at the semencing hearing the prosecutor, Myron Gabbert, did not recommend a 
suspended sentence of two-to-five-years, hi,stead he informed the judge that the presentence 
report recommended incarceration and it was up to the judge to prevent this type of crime from 
happening again. (Oct. 9, 2008, Tr. at 38:10-38:24). In response to the prosecutor's position, 
Mr. Hallin simply stated, "Well, Your Honor, apparently I misunderstood the plea-the nature of 
the plea discussions with the State. It's my understand.ing tbat the State would honor my request 
for a sentence of two-to-five years, and they would recommend a-not make recommendations 
as to incarceration or whether it be suspended .... Regardless, Your Honor, this court cau make 
irs own determination in this matter." (Oct. 9. 2008, Tr. at 39:2-39: 15) 
Before sentence was imposed, the Honorable Stephen W. Drescher ind~cated that based 
on certain factors including the presentation of the prosecutor he was sentencing Mr. McAmis to 
a unified term of eleven years, the first five fixed. (Oct. 9, 2008, Tr. at 50:20-51:6) 
Mr. Hallin' s response to the position the prosecutor took during his sentence 
recommendation was deficient and constitutes ineffective assistance of counsel. It was also 
deficient to stand silent when the Court indicated it was considering the presentation of the 
prosecutor in making the sentencing determination. Huck v. State, 124 Idaho 155 (1993). The 
Petitioner was prejudiced by the deficient petformance beca11se, inter alia, of the failure of his 
defense counsel to appropriately respond to rhe breach of the plea agreement by requesting that 
the plea be set aside or for other appropriate relief. Id. (Trial Tr. at pp 455 lo 2-22). 
3. The Court should vacate the conviction in the underlying criminal case and have 
the matter set for a new trial. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing instrument was sent via fax to MYRON DAN GABBERT, JR. at (208) 
253-4830 this date. I 
DATED this~ day of April, 2011. 
LOVAN ROKER& ROUNDS, P.C. 
VERIFIED AMENDED PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF - 2 
LU'v'ANkUKt.k'. PAGE 04/87 
ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
l, GREGORY MCAMIS, being first duly sworn on oath, depose and state that I am the 
Petitioner i.n the above-captioned matter and have read the foregoing document, know the 
contents there.of, and hereby verify that the facts therein stated are true and accurate to the best of 
my knowledge, information and belief. 
DATED This 2_ day of A (2 £('I ,2011. 
~·-
PGREGORY MCAMIS 
2011. 
·SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me this_]_ day of_,)%-'-''=c.._;_J ____ _ 
Residing at: 
My Commission Expires: 
VERJFIED AMENDED PETITION FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF~ 3 
LOVAN ROKER & ROUNDS, P.C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN- ISB No. 1762 
MATTHEW J. ROKER-ISB No. 4835 
TYLER S. ROUNDS - ISB No. 7876 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
LUIJANl-<UKl:k'. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY MCAMIS, 
CASE NO. CV2010-2655 
Petitioner, 
PAGE 05/ 07 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
PETITIONER'S SECOND AFFIDAVIT IN 
SUPPORT OF POST-CONVICTION RELIEF 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
·~~~~~·~~-) 
STATEOFIDAHO ) 
:ss 
County of ADA ) 
.. 
. . I . . 
GREGORY MCAMIS, being first duly sworn; and upon personal knowledge of the facts 
and circumstances recited herein, deposes and says that: 
1. I am the Petitioner in the above captioned case and have personal knowledge as to 
the facts and circumstances surrounding this matter. 
2. Attached as "Exhibit A" is a rrue and correct copy of an affidavit J had 
previously prepared in connection wj.th this case but did not have notarized. 
3. The conviction in the underlying criminal case should be vacated and the matter 
set for a new trial. 
PETITIONER'S SECOND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF POST-CONVICTION RELIEF - 1 
~4/1~/~Ull 14:44 20845%908 LOIJANRO~'.ER 
PAGE 05/07 
DATED This 2 day of - It&/_ r I -_, 2011. 
C) ... --"··· -~-·-::;:i·· 
_, .. ···~-:: 
>..:~-'' ~ 
trREGORY MCAMIS 
2011. 
CERIIFJC.ATE OF SERVICE: The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing instrument was sent via fax to MYRON DAN GABBERT, JR. at (208) 
253-4880 this date_ 
DATED: April }i:_, 2011. 
LOVAN ROKER & ROUNDS, P.C. 
PETITIONER'S SECOND AFflf ~ rrr m( f rmnnnrn n n i 
U4/l~/~Ull 14:44 
AFFIDAVIT 
(Adams county) 
L0\/1'.'.NROV:f:R 
PAGE 07/07 
In the time i was incarcerated in canyon county i intended to go to trial, then on 
the day of jury selection the state offered a plea agreement saying they knew it was 
a mistake and would release me right away, and 1f i made restitution they would 
reduce the charge to a misdemeanor, they also told me they talked to Adams 
county and they would iuake the same offer, I signed the plea agreement and was 
released to Adams county, who then did not follow what i was promised and 
asked for several continuances and held me under a persistent violator act that i am 
not eligible for. I was an-ested at eighteen for burglary and the charges were 
dropped. I have no prior felony convictions, and have never been to prison till 
now. and then after many months on the day of trial the state made an offer to 
match the plea agree1nent from canyon county as i was promised rnany months 
before, they also promised to stand silent at sentence and did not honor that 
promise. I was also told by my attorney that the judge personally told him he 
would go along with the states plea agreement, and then at sentence the state asked 
for prison and did not stand silent, and when i pressed my atiom.cy to object al1 he 
said was your honor the state promised to stand silent and that is not what we 
witnessed, and then after a long silence he said but go ahead and sentence him. 
then my attorney asked for prison with retained jurisdiction instead of the plea 
agreement, 1 objected again and he told me to remain silent that the judge was 
going to follow the agree1nent but instead gave me S fixed and 6 indeterminate it is 
clear from the court minutes and audio that the prosecution offered me matching 
plea agreements to get me to plead guilty then breached these agreements at 
sentencing. I know i put myself in this position, and my crime was about 
breaking promises i just ask that my plea be given back so the facts can be heard, 
or that the plea agreement be followed. 
sincerely 
EXHIBIT '2.t 1 l A 1 -f't 
MYRON DAN GABBERT 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Adams County, Idaho 
P. 0. Box 546 
Council, Idaho 83612 
(208) 253-6896 
ISB # 1174 
Attorney for Respondent 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CVl0-2655 
) 
vs. ) ANSWER 
) 
GREGORY SCOTT MCAMIS, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
The State ofldaho responds to Petitioner's Pleadings as follows: 
I 
Each and every allegation of Petitioner's Pleadings are denied except as specifically admitted 
herein. 
II 
Respondent asserts that the record of Respondent's case in Adams County mandates that the 
ANSWER- I 
Petition be denied. 
DATED this 251h day of April, 2011. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, That on this 251h day of April, 2011, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing ANSWER was mailed by U.S. Mail, with postage prepaid thereon to the following 
person(s): 
ANSWER-2 
Tyler S. Rounds 
Attorney At Law 
717 S. Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Third Judicial District Court -- Adams County 
Court Minutes 
CV-2010-0002655 
Gregory Scott McAmis, Plaintiff vs State Ofldaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Review Hearing 
Judge: Bradly S Ford 
Court reporter: Debra Kreidler 
Party: Gregory McAmis, Attorney: Tyler Rounds 
Hearing date: 11/4/2011 
Time: 9:54 am -10:01 am 
Minutes Clerk: JAN ~ 
Prosecutor: Myron Gabbert 
954 This being the time set for Post Conviction Relief review hearing, the Plaintiff was 
not present but was represented by his attorney, Tyler Rounds. 
Mr. Rounds advised the Court that in a companion case in Canyon County the Post 
Conviction Relief was denied. 
Mr. Gabbert stated he was satisfied with his filed Answer. No motions were 
anticipated being filed. 
10:00 Court set this for a PRETRIAL JANUARY 6, 2012, AT 10:30 AM, AND 
EVIDENTIARY FEBRUARY 2, 2012, AT 9:00 AM. 
Court will consider a telephone Pretrial Conference with no motions. 
COURT MINUTES 1 
0~/04/2012 11:09 208-454-7442 CANYON CO LAl;J CLERKS PAGE 02 
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LOVAN ROKER & ROUNDS, P.C. 
GREGG E. LOVAN- !SB No. I 762 
MATTHEW J. ROKER~ISB No. 4835 
TYLER S. ROUNDS - ISB No. 7876 
Attorneys at Law . 
717 S. Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, f daho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorney for Petitioner 
0 ?l}'J 
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1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY MCAMlS, 
Petitioner, 
V3. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~~~~~~~~~~-) 
CASE NO. CV2010-2655 
ORDER TO CONTINUE PRE· TRIAL 
CONFE:RENCE AND COURT TRIAL 
\l ·.DO 
IN CONSIDER.A TlON of the parties' Stipulation to Contjnue l're·TJial Conforence and 
Court Trial, and being fully advised ln rJ1e Jaw and the ?remises 1 and good cause appearing 
therofore, 
IT IS HER.EBY ORDERED, A.ND TIDS DOES ORDER, that the Petitioner's Pre-
Trial Conference scheduled for January 6, 2012 at 10:30 a..m. be continued to 
r'\l\r-<.'t '-/ , 201i at q ~·ru _9._.m. and Coun Trial scheduled for February 2, 
2012 at 9:00 a.m. be continue to .... t'f\a,.tt "3) • 2012 at 9'00 ca .m., 
before the. Honorable Ford, at the Courthouse in the ty of Council State of Idaho. 
::j~4tt-
DATED: ~e.r.lJ_., . 
l:>\'Z. 
ORDER- Page 1 .. ,. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY SCOTT McAMIS, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Defendant. 
) 
) CASE NO. CV-2010-2655 
) 
) 
) ORDER VACATING AND 
) RESETTING HEARING 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the EVIDENTIARY HEARING scheduled for May 
31, 2012, shall be VACATED and reset for MONDAY, JULY 2, 2012, at 9:00 A.M., to be 
heard at the Adams County Courthouse, Council, Idaho, before the Honorable Bradly S. Ford, 
District Judge. LA~ 
Dated: April H\012. 
ORDER VACATING AND RESETTING HEARING - 1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) SS 
COUNTY OF ADAMS ) 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER VACATING 
AND RESETTING HEARING was forwarded to the following: 
Tyler S. Rounds 
LOVAN ROKER & ROUNDS, P.C. 
717 S Kimball, Ste 200 
Caldwell,ID83605 ~°'"i J_t>q~ t..\i.:;q- ~aiDl\5 
Myron Dan Gabbert Jr. 
ADAMS COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE 
PO Box 546 
Council, ID 83612 \.\11a."'~ \:u,\\0 e..'\ 
~ / / 
Either by depositing the san1e in the U.S. mail, first class postage preiili°id, or by personal service. 
DATED this ?:t day of April, 2012. 
Shen-y Ward 
Clerk of the District Court 
c>=+-=~~s by Deputy C erk of the Court 
ORDER VACATING AND RESETTING HEARING - 2 
/-/0 
LOVAN ROKER & ROUNDS, P.C. 
MATTHEW J. ROKER-ISB No. 4835 
TYLER S. ROUNDS 0 ISB No. 7876 
Attorneys at Law 
717 S. Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorney for Petitioner 
LOVANROKER 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY MCAMIS, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STA TE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~~~~~~~~~~~-) 
CASE NO. CVl0-2655 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
PAGE 02/03 
IT APPEARING that the above-named Petitioner is in the custody of the Idaho Correctional 
Center and that it is necessary that GREGORY MCAMIS be brought before the Honorable Bradly S. 
Ford in the Judicial Court at 201 Industrial Ave., Council, Idaho for his Com:t date on the 2nd day of 
July, 2012 at the hour of 9:00 o'clock a.m.; 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Adams County Sheriff bring the Petitioner from the 
South Idaho Correctional Institution to Adams County Courthouse at said time and on said date; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that immediately following said court date the Sheriff retum 
said Petitioner to the custody of the South Idaho Correctional Institution; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the South Idaho Correctional Institution release the said 
Petitioner to the Adams County Sheriff, for the purpose of the aforementioned court appearance; and 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT - 1 ill . 
LOVANROKER PAGE 03/03 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the CJerk of this Court serve a copy hereof upon the 
Adams County Sheriff's Department foit~_with and certify the same. 
Vl¥i ,t+~/ 
DATED: ~1l I, , 2012. 
' \J 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT - 2 
Third Judicial District Court -- Adams County 
Court Minutes 
CV -2010-0002655 
Gregory Scott McAmis, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Pretrial Conference 
Judge: Bradly S Ford 
Court reporter: none 
Party: Attorney: Tyler Rounds by telephone 
Hearing date: 5/4/2012 
Time: 9:07 am -9:19 am 
Minutes Clerk: JAN~\J.-­
Prosecutor: Myron Gabbert 
907 This being the time set for Pretrial Conference, the Defendant had not been 
transported but was represented by his attorney, Tyler Rounds, by telephone. 
Court reviewed the case status and noted that the Court Reporter was not present. 
Court advised the parties that, according to the Administrative Rules, a Court 
Reporter was not required for pretrial conferences. Court also noted for the record 
that both attorneys had agreed to proceeding without the Court Reporter and waived 
the right to have a Court Reporter. 
Defense stated it was ready to proceed to trial and requested a stipulation to 
admission of the filed transcripts of the Change of Plea Hearing and Sentencing 
Hearing. Defense advised the Court of only one potential witness, Mr. McAmis. 
State stipulated to admission of the transcripts. 
910 State advised the Court that it had two potential witnesses: the victim and himself. 
State noted that Deputy Prosecutor Richard Roats would be handling the Evidentiary 
Hearing. 
State then referred to a memo that it had prepared subsequent to the time of 
sentencing. Defense noted that it did not have the memo. After reviewing the file, 
the Court stated that the memo was not filed as part of the file. 
919 Court questioned the attorneys regarding discovery, and noted that the Order to 
Transport had been signed and determined that the Canyon County Case Post 
Conviction Relief had been denied. 
COURT MINUTES 1 
05/08/2012 13:09 20845%908 LOVANROKER PAGE 02/03 
LOVAN ROKER & ROUNDS, P.C. 
MATTHEW J. ROKER-ISB No.483.5 
TYLER S. ROUNDS - ISB No. 7876 
Attorneys at Law 
'. \£;' 
717 S. KimbalJ Avenue, Suite 200 
CaJdwell, Idaho 83605 c J 
Telephone: (208) 459~6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorney fox- Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY MCAMIS, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~~~~~~~~~~~-> 
CASE NO. CV10·2655 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
IT APPEARING that the above.named Petitioner is in the custody of the Idaho Correctional 
Center and that it is necessary that GREGORY MCAMIS be brought before the Honorable Bradly S. 
Ford in the Judicial Court at 201 Industrial Ave., Council, Idaho for his Court date on the 2nd day of 
July, 2012 at the hour of 11:00 o'clock a.m.; 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Adams County Sheriff bring the Petitioner from the 
South Idaho Correctional Institution to Adams County Courthouse at said time and on said date; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that immediately following said court date the Sheriff return 
said Petitioner to the custody of the South Idaho Conectional lnstitution; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the South Idaho Correctional Institution release the said 
Petitioner to the Adams County Sheriff, for the purpose of the aforementioned court appearance; and 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT - 1 
05/08/2012 13:09 2084595908 LO\/ANROKER PAGE 03/03 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of this Court serve a copy hereof upon the 
Adams County Sheriff's Department forthwith and certify the same. 
DATED: 
~··f-"-··-­
r} rJ) , 
June --t.LL-• 2012. 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT - 2 
07-02-'12 19:06 FROM 1s co clerk 
LOVAN ROKER & ROUNDS, P,C. 
MATTHEW J. ROKER-ISB No.4835 
TYLER S. ROUNDS - IS.B No. 7876 
Attorneys at L1w 
717 S. Kimball Avenue, Suite 200 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorney for Petitioner 
12082534880 T-172 P0001/0002 F-041 
FILED 
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SHERRY WARD, CLERK 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRDJUDICfAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STAT.E OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY MCAMIS, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV10·2655 
ORDER TO TR.ANSPO.RT 
JT APPEARING that the above-named Petitioner is in the custody of the Idaho Correction.al 
Center a.nd that it is necessary chat GREGORY MCAMIS be brought before the Honorable Bradly S. 
Ford in the Judicial Court at Wl Industrial Ave., Council, fclaho for bis Court date on the 3ro day of 
August! 2012 at. the hour of 11:00 o'clock a.m.; 
Il' IS I'HEREFORE ORDERED that the Adams County Sheriff bring the Petitioner from the 
South Idaho Correctional Institution to Adams County Courthouse at said time and on said date; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that immediately following said court date the Sheriff retum 
said Petitioner to the custody of the South Idaho Correctional lnstltution; 
IT JS FURTHER ORDER.ED that the South Idaho Correctional Institution release the said 
Petitioner to the Adams County Sberiff, for the purpose of the aforementioned court appearance; and 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT - l 
WH12-' J.2 B: 06 EfH1- ·~ co clerk 12082534880 72 P0002/0002 F-041 
I'f IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of lbis Court serve a eopy hereof upon the 
Adams County Sherm·i s Department forthwith and ceitJfy thr~ s&rne. 
DATED: Juty_t:~ 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT - 2 
Third Judicial District Court -- Adams County 
Court Minutes 
CV-2010-0002655 
CR-2006-6057 
Gregory Scott McAmis, Plaintiff vs State Ofldaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Evidentiary 
Judge: Bradly S Ford 
Court reporter: Debora Kreidler 
Party: Gregory McAmis, Attorney: Tyler Rounds 
Hearing date: 712/2012 
Time: 11:57 am -12:10 pm 
Minutes Clerk: JA~ 
Prosecutor: Richard Roats 
1157 This being the time set for Evidentiary Hearing on Post Conviction Relief, the 
Defendant was present in custody of the Adams County Sheriff and was represented 
by Matt Roker on behalf of his Court-appointed Attorney,. 
Defense advised the court that the agreement had been vacated, nothing stipulated, 
and requested this be re-set for evidentiary. State had no comment. Court 
determined that the Canyon County case had been resolved. 
1200 Court reset this matter for Evidentiary Hearing on August 3, 2012, at 11 :00 am. 
Court stated that it would not accept an agreement. Discussion was held with the 
Defendant clarifying the evidentiary hearing on Post Conviction Relief 
Defense will prepare Order to Transport Defendant for the August 3 hearing. 
COURT MINUTES 1 
Third Judicial District Court -- Adams County 
Court Minutes 
CV-2010-0002655 
Gregory Scott McAmis, Plaintiff vs State Ofldaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Ev!dentiary 
Judge: Bradly S Ford 
Court reporter: Roxanne Patchell 
Party: Gregory McAmis, Attorney: Tyler Rounds 
Hearing date: 8/3/2012 
Time: 11:20 am-3:17 pm 
Minutes Clerk: JAN\t 
Prosecutor: Myron Gabbert 
1120 This being the time set for Evidentiary Hearing on Post Conviction Relief, the 
Defendant was present in custody of the Adams County Sheriff and was represented 
by his Court-appointed Attorney, Tyler Rounds. 
All parties indicated they were ready to proceed. Court reviewed Defendant's 
senten·ce, including Canyon County concurrent sentence. 
Discussion was held on different scenarios of this process. Court advised the 
Defendant of the possible consequences of various outcomes. 
1151 Following a brief recess to allow Defendant to review with his attorney, Defense 
noted that the State would recommend 2 years + 3 years with probation of 14 years. 
Also noted was that the victim requested that the sentence remain as set. Defendant 
requested withdrawing the Post Conviction Relief action and leave sentence. 
Court advised the parties that it could not impose probation term longer than the 
sentence. More discussion was held. 
1200 Following a second recess for Defendant to discuss with his attorney, Defendant still 
indicated he was confused. 
1209 Court proceeded to Evidentiary Hearing. Defense referenced transcripts in file. 
Court took judicial notice of the official transcripts of Change of Plea Hearing July 
7, 2008, and Sentencing Hearing October 9, 2008. Court noted that because the 
Defendant was shackled, he could remain seated at the table. 
Defense called the Defendant, who was sworn and questioned. Court asked 
attorneys to compare copies of transcripts, to be marked as Plaintiff Exhibit 1. Due 
to confusion over the transcripts, Court struck Exhibit 1. 
COURT MINUTES 1 
1256 Following a third recess to clarify transcript copies, State advised the Court that 
Plaintiffs Exhibit 1 (Change of Plea Hearing July 7) and Plaintiffs Exhibit 2 
(Sentencing Hearing October 9) were marked. Defendant indicated he was 
confused. Court recessed for lunch. 
207 Court resumed and the parties stipulated to the admission of Plaintiffs Exhibits 1 
and 2. Court admitted Plaintiffs Exhibits 1 and 2. 
Defense resumed questioning the Defendant, who was still under oath. State cross 
examined the Defendant. 
Defense had no further witnesses. State indicated it had no witnesses. 
254 Defense gave final argument. 
305 State gave final argument. Defense had no rebuttal argument and required no 
written briefs 
311 Court took this matter under advisement. Defense requested a new Presentence 
Report be prepared. Defendant waived preparation of an updated report. Court 
noted that it may require a written waiver. 
317 Defendant was remanded to the custody of the Adams County Sheriff for return 
transport to the Department of Corrections. 
COURT MINUTES 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
ST ATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GREGORY SCOTT MCAMIS 
Defendant. 
DOB: 
DL orSSN: ID 
) 
) 
) 
) CV2010-2655 
) Case No: CR-2006-0006057-FE 
) 
) COMMITMENT 
) 
) 
) 
~-~--~~~--~-~-~~-) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above named Defendant be committed 
to the custody of the Sheriff of Adams County, Idaho: 
[ ] Bond having been set in the sum of$ ______ _ 
[ ] Bond having been (increased)( reduced) to the sum of . _____ _ 
[X ] Other: for transport to return to the custody of the Idaho Department 
of Corrections 
cc: Adams County Sheriff 
COMMITMENT 
day, August 03, 2012. 
ord, District Judge 
: \ (J 
2 0 I (: 
SHERRY WARD, CLER]( 
~~76:~--
/ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY SCOTT MCAMIS 
Petitioner, 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent, 
Case No. CV-2010-2655 
ORDER GRANTING POST-
CONVICTION RELIEF 
This is a post-conviction relief proceeding filed pursuant to Idaho Code 19-4901 et seq. 
On August 3, 2012, this matter proceeded to evidentiary hearing. The Petitioner, Gregory Scott 
McAmis appeared and was represented by attorney, Tyler Rounds. Attorney Richard Roats 
acting as a special deputy Adams County Prosecuting Attorney appeared on behalf of the 
Respondent, State of Idaho. For the reasons expressed below, the court grant's the Petitioner's 
request for post-conviction relief and orders the matter be set for re-sentencing. 
Procedural HistoIT 
The Criminal Case CR-2006-6057-FE 
For purposes of this decision, the court takes judicial notice, pursuant to Idaho Rule of 
Evidence 201, of the underlying criminal action, Adams County case number CR-2006-605-FE. 
ORDER GRANTING POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 1 
On March 2, 2007, Petitioner Gregory Scott McAmis (McAmis) was charged by Information 
with the offense of Grand Theft by Deception along with being a Persistent Violator. On July 7, 
2008, McAmis pled guilty to one count of Grand Theft and the Persistent Violator charge was 
dismissed. On October 9, 2008 the Honorable Stephen Drescher sentenced McAmis to the 
custody of the Idaho Department of Corrections for a total unified sentence of eleven ( 11) years, 
consisting of a determinate sentence of five (5) years followed by an indeterminate sentence of 
six (6) years on the Grand Theft offense. Judge Drescher granted McAmis credit for two 
hundred-six (206) days for time served and ordered the sentence to run concurrent with a 
pending Canyon County case. The Judgment and Commitment ex:ecuted by Judge Drescher was 
filed October 14, 2008. McAmis' attorney filed a Notice of Appeal on November 19, 2008 
alleging that Judge Drescher's sentence was excessive and requesting that a partial transcript of 
the sentencing hearing be prepared. The November 19, 2008 Notice of Appeal did not assert that 
the prosecuting attorney breached a plea agreement. On November 21, 2008 McAmis filed a pro 
se Notice of Appeal in which he alleges the prosecuting attorney breached an applicable plea 
agreement during his sentencing hearing. On December 17, 2008, Judge Drescher executed an 
order appointing the State Appellate Public Defender on Direct Appeal. On January 29, 2009, 
McAmis' attorney filed a Rule 35, Motion to Modify or Reduce Sentence on his behal£ On 
February 2, 2009, McAmis filed a prose Motion for Correction or Reduction of Sentence, ICR 
35. On February 9, 2009 the State Appellate Public Defender filed an Amended Notice of 
Appeal also alleging that Judge Drescher imposed an excessive sentence and requesting 
preparation of a change of plea and sentencing transcript. On February 17, 2009, an Order on 
Motion to Reduce Sentence was filed denying McAmis' Rule 35 motion. A pro se Notice of 
Appeal re: Rule 35 Motion was filed on March 12, 2009. On March 24, 2009, an Amended 
ORDER GRANTING POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 2 
Judgment and Commitment was filed granting the defendant five hundred twenty-one (521) days 
credit for time served. On October 1, 2009, the Idaho Court of Appeals issued an unpublished 
opinion affirming the actions of the District Court. This decision specifically addressed the Rule 
35 and "excessive sentence" arguments. The opinion did not address any breach of plea 
agreement issues. A Remittitur was issued on November 4, 2009 and on December 15, 2009 a 
Remittitur from the Idaho Supreme Court was issued denying McArnis' Petition for Review. 
Although McAmis had alleged in his November 21 prose Notice of Appeal that the prosecuting 
attorney had breached his plea agreement during the sentencing hearing, that issue was 
apparently never asserted on his behalf by his attorney, J. D. Hallin or the State Appellate Public 
Defender nor was it addressed by the Appellate Courts. 
The Post-Conviction Relief Action - CV-2010-2655 
On September 28, 20 I 0, McAmis filed a pro se Petition and Affidavit for Post-
Conviction Relief. On April 12, 2011, a Verified Amended Petition for Post-Conviction Relief 
and Petitioner's Second Affidavit in Support of Post-Conviction Relief was filed on behalf of 
McAmis by Tyler Rounds, court appointed Conflict Public Defender. On April 25, 2011, the 
State filed an Answer. At the request of McAmis, this court delayed the trial this action pending 
resolution of McAmis' Canyon County Post-Conviction Relief proceeding. 
As noted above, an evidentiary hearing was held in this case on August 3, 2012. During 
the hearing the court took judicial notice of a change of plea hearing transcript and a sentencing 
hearing transcript stipulated into evidence by the parties as Petitioner's Exhibits "l" and "2". 
The only witness to testify was McAmis and the parties offered oral argument in support of their 
respective theories of the case. 
ORDER GRANTING POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 3 
The Petitions for Post-Conviction Relief 
Pro se Petition 
In his pro se Petition, McAmis makes a claim of Ineffective Assistance of Counsel. He 
alleges that his counsel promised him that the sentencing judge would agree to the plea 
agreement as put on the record at the time of the change of plea and that the State would stand 
silent as to the sentence. In addition, he argues that his attorney would seek probation at 
sentencing but then asked for prison time. McAmis also alleges that he is entitled to post-
conviction relief because the State breached the plea agreement by failing to make a 
recommendation at sentencing consistent with the agreement. As relief, McAmis asks the court 
to fol!ow the original plea agreement, or impose a four ( 4) year fixed prison term with no 
indeterminate term, or in the alternative, that he be allowed to withdraw his plea of guilt. 
Verified Amended Petition 
In the amended Petition, McAmis provides further factual support for his claims and 
alleges that his attorney, J.D. Hallin, and the prosecuting attorney, Myron Gabbert entered into a 
plea agreement which included a recommendation by the State for a sentence of two (2) years 
determinate followed by five (5) years indeterminate with the sentence being suspended in favor 
of probation and that McAmis would be entitled to ask for a withheld judgment. McAmis also 
alleged that the State breached its plea agreement at sentencing by recommending that the judge 
impose incarceration consistent with the recommendations set forth in the Pre-Sentence 
Investigation Report. Finally, McAmis alleges that Hallin was ineffective by failing to object to 
the prosecuting attorney's recommendation and by failing to argue for the sentence outlined by 
the previously entered plea agreement. As relief, McAmis seeks to vacate the conviction and set 
the matter for a new trial. 
ORDER GRANTING POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 4 
LAW AND ANALYSIS 
An application for post-conviction relief initiates a proceeding that is civil in nature. 
State v. Bearshield, 104 Idaho 676, 678 (1983). However, an application for post-conviction 
relief differs from a complaint in an ordinary civil action. An application must contain much 
more than a "short and plain statement of the claim". It must be verified with respect to facts 
within the personal knowledge of the applicant. Further, affidavits, records or other evidence 
supporting its allegations must be attached, or the application must state why such supporting 
evidence is not included. LC. § 19-4903. In other words, the application must present or be 
accompanied by admissible evidence supporting the allegations, or the application will be 
subject to dismissal. Id. An application for post-conviction relief may be filed at any time 
within one year from the expiration of the time for appeal or from the determination of 
proceedings following an appeal. LC. § 19-4902. 
Idaho Code § I 9-4906 authorizes stu11mary disposition of an application for post-
conviction relief either pursuant to the motion of a party or upon the court's own initiative. 
Summary dismissal is the procedural equivalent of summary judgment tu1der I.R.C.P. 56. 
Cowger v. State, 132 Idaho 681, 684 (Ct. App. 1999). It is appropriate only when the applicant's 
evidence has raised no genuine issues of material fact that if resolved would entitle the applicant 
to relief. Id. If such a factual issue is presented, an evidentiary hearing must be conducted. 
Gonzales v. State, 120 Idaho 759, 763 (Ct. App. 1991). However if there is no material issue of 
fact the court can, on its own motion, dismiss without a hearing. LC.§ l 9-4906(b). In this case, 
the State did not seek summary dismissal of the action and the matter proceeded to Evidentiary 
Hearing for consideration of the claims on the merits. 
ORDER GRANTING POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 5 
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At issue in this case is the effect of a plea agreement. It has been held that a plea 
agreement is to be evaluated in accordance with the standards of contract law. State v. Peterson, 
148 Idaho 593, 596, 226 PJd 535, 536 (2010). This is a standard that has been supported by the 
United States Supreme Court when it stated "when a plea rests in any significant degree on a 
promise or agreement of the prosecutor, so that it can be said to be part of the inducement or 
consideration, such promise must be fulfilled." Id, citing Santobello v. New York, 404 U.S. 257, 
262, 92 Sup. Ct. 494, 499 (1971). The State is held to a high standard to abide by the tem1s of 
plea agreement because such principle is grounded in the Due Process clause and the rule that a 
defendant's valid plea of guilty must be made voluntarily and intelligently. State v. Doe, 138 
Idaho 409, 410, 64 P.3d 335, 336 (2003). "If the prosecution breaches a promise made in a plea 
agreement, the defendant pleads guilty on a false premise and is entitled to relief." Id. When a 
defendant claims that a plea agreement has been breached the court must examine the language 
of the plea agreement and resolve any ambiguities in favor of the defendant. Peterson, supra. A 
defendant who successfully shows a breach of a plea agreement may be entitled to either specific 
performance of the agreement, or the court may allow the defendant to withdraw his plea of 
guilt. Doe, 138 Idaho at 337. In making a determination of the appropriate remedy, the court 
may take into consideration whether the State has received the benefit of the bargain and whether 
the defendant may be prejudiced if allowed to face the possibility of being tried and resentenced 
for the same offense. Id. In Doe, the court ordered specific performance because it would "hold 
the State to its agreement, give Doe the terms he bargained for, and bring this case to an end." 
Id. 
In an Ineffective Assistance of Counsel claim, a defendant must satisfy the two prong test 
that: 1) his counsel's performance fell below an objective standard of reasonableness, and 2) 
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there is a reasonable probability that, but for counsel's errors, the results of the proceedings 
would have been different. Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 687-688 {1984). The 
benchmark for judging any claim of ineffectiveness must be whether counsel's conduct so 
undermined the proper functioning of the adversarial process that the trial cannot be relied on as 
having produced a just result. Id at 686. See State v. Charboneau, 116 Idaho 129, 13 7, cert 
denied, 493 U.S. 922 (1989); see also Gibson v. State, 110 Idaho 631 (1986); Paradis v. State, 
110 Idaho 534 (1986); Carter v. State, l 08 Idaho 788 (1985). To prevail on an ineffective 
assistance of counsel claim, the defendant must show that the attorney's performance was 
deficient, and that the defendant was prejudiced by the deficiency. Jakoski v. State, 136 Idaho 
280, 284 (Ct. App. 200 I). To establish a deficiency, the applicant has the burden of showing that 
the attorney's representation fell below an objective standard of reasonableness. Aragon v. State, 
I 14 Idaho 758, 760 (1988). To establish prejudice, the applicant must show a reasonable 
probability that, but for the attorney's deficient performance, the outcome of the case would have 
been different. Id at 761. 
In this case, the court has as evidence before it the transcripts detailed below and the 
testimony of McAmis presented in open court. The State has not sought to admit any evidence 
in support of its defense of the case. The court has carefully reviewed the transcripts admitted as 
Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2 and finds the following portions relevant to this action. 
Exhibit 1: Change of Plea Transcript-July 7, 2008 
Page 4, 11. I 0-25, Page 5, ll. 1-20 
Mr. Hallin: Your honor, after speaking with Mr. Gabbert, I and my client, I 
believe we have reached an agreement, wherein, Mr. McAmis would enter a plea 
of guilty to one count of grand theft as contained in the infom1ation filed in this 
matter. 
As part of that agreement, the State would move to dismiss the habitual 
offender enhancement, and agreed not to file charges against Mr. McAmis 
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relating to his failure to appear at the jury trial that was scheduled last summer, I 
believe. 
Also, the State and the defense have agreed to recommend a two to five 
year sentence which would be suspended. The State and the defense would ask 
that that be concurrent with Canyon CoWlty. 
As part of the agreement, Mr. McAmis would agree to pay full restitution 
and court costs in this case. I believe restitution is in the neighborhood of 
$20,000 to $40,000, somewhere between the two. We could set a restitution 
hearing for that purpose. 
Mr. McAmis would reserve the right to request a withheld judgment, if he 
qualified. 
The Court: And Mr. Gabbert, is that your Wlderstanding? 
Mr. Gabbert: Yes, Judge, I believe it is. 
The Court: And Mr. McAmis, is that your understanding, sir, of the negotiations 
arrived at between you lawyer and the lawyer for the State ofldaho? 
The Defendant: All, Your Honor, except for the Habitual Offender Act. ... 
Page 9, IL 12-25 
The Court: Mr. McAmis, have the lawyers told the court about all the parts of the 
plea agreement? 
The Defendant: No, sir. 
The Court: Tell me about any part that they haven't told the court about. 
The Defendant: The main part was the charges against my ex-wife would be 
dismissed. That was not brought up to the com1, Your Honor, and I wanted to 
discuss that with you. 
The Court: All right. I understand that that's their intent. 
The Defendant: Yes, sir. 
The Court: And we'll leave that part of the record in your change of plea. 
Exhibit 2: Sentencing hearing, October 9, 2008 
Page 38, 11. 10-22 
Mr. Gabbert: But the bottom line for you, Judge, is look at the presentence report. 
It says, incarcerations Wlder the custody of the Idaho Board of Corrections. 
And, Judge, I think the victims have reconciled with themselves that if and 
when they ever get any money back, restitution, whether it be 29,000 or 49,000, 
that's going to be a long whole day in you know where. 
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But they brought this case to the attention of the authorities with the goal 
to prevent it from happening again. 
And now it's your job to see that that goal is met. 
Page 39, 11. 2-15 
Mr. Hallin: Well, Your Honor, apparently I misunderstood the nature of the plea 
discussions with the State. It was my understanding that the State would honor 
my request for a sentence of two to five years, and they would not recommend a -
make recommendations as to incarceration or to whether they be suspended, and 
that was after lengthy discussions. 
Initially, I believe the State had indicated that they would stand silent as 
the time of the sentencing hearing. What we just heard is inconsistent with both 
of those. 
Regardless, Your Honor, this court can make its own determination in this 
matter. 
Page 43, II. 22-25, page 44, 11.1-2 
Mr. Hallin: If this court was to retain jurisdiction, Mr. McAmis would top out 
somewhere over two years of incarceration in this instant offense. 
So, in that note, I think a sentence of two to five years would be 
appropriate. I would request that it be suspended, give him credit for time served. 
Page 44, II. 14-22 
So, regardless, Mr. McAmis would like the opportunity to prove himself on 
probation. I think that any concern of the court would likely include the condition 
that he cannot enter into any business transactions without supervisory - direct 
supervisor- and I think that would be good for Mr. McArnis. 
However, if this court were to consider incarceration, I would like this 
court to consider the retained jurisdiction program. 
Page 50, II. 20-25, page 51, 11.1-6 
The Court: All right. Based on the nature of the offense, and the information in 
the presentence investigation, the presentation of the prosecutor and defense 
counsel, our supplemental testimony from Mr. and Mrs. James, and Mr. McAmis' 
presentation here today, the application and the weighted in for sentencing in 
State versus Toohill and State versus Wolfe to the facts of this case, as well as the 
sentencing criteria in 19-2521, I'll sentence Mr. McAmis to a unified term of 
incarceration of eleven years in the Idaho Board of Corrections, the first five of 
which will be fixed. 
McAmis testified at the Evidentiary Hearing that he understood the plea agreement he 
entered into in this case was that in exchange for his guilty plea to one count of Grand Theft, the 
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State would dismiss the persistent violator enhancement and recommend a suspended sentence of 
two years determinate followed by three years indeterminate for a unified sentence of five years 
to run concurrent with a Canyon County case and with a probation recommendation. The State 
would be able to pursue full restitution and court costs which amount would be determined by 
hearing if not othe1wise agreed. McAmis reserved the right to request a withheld judgment. In 
addition, McAmis also stated that he understood that the State would stand silent which 
statement caused confusion for McAmis' attorney and this court because an agreement to remain 
silent is inconsistent with the assertion that the State agreed to recommend the specific sentence 
set forth above suspended with probation. This court inquired of the parties whether McAmis' 
interpretation of the agreement could have included an understanding or discussion off the record 
that the State would stand silent as to his potential request for a withheld judgment. This 
conflicting statement remained unresolved during the post-conviction relief hearing, but the court 
does not find the issue to be determinative of the issues presented in the case. The most likely 
explanation for McAmis' recollection was that in addition to the state's agreement to recommend 
the sentence of two years determinate followed by three years indeterminate for a unified 
sentence of five years suspended with probation to run concurrent with the Canyon County case, 
the State would stand silent on Defendant's potential request for a withheld judgment. There is 
no dispute by the State that there was a plea agreement that was entered in this case. A plain 
reading of the portion of the change of plea hearing quoted above shows that defense counsel put 
the agreement on the record and the Prosecutor agreed with the representations placed on the 
record. There was in fact a plea agreement. The State has not disputed the terms of the plea 
agreement placed on the record July 7, 2008. Therefore, the court finds that McAmis has met his 
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burden of proof showing that there was a plea agreement applicable to his sentencing and that the 
terms of the agreement were placed on the record at the July 7, 2008 change of plea hearing. 
The court also notes that the State now acknowledges that on October 8' 2008, the 
Prosecutor failed to make recommendations consistent with the plea agreement placed on the 
record at during the July 7, 2008 change of plea hearing. Instead on October 8, 2008, the 
Prosecuting Attorney recommended that the court follow the incarceration recommendation 
contained in the Pre-Sentence Investigation report. It is clear to the court that during McAmis' 
October 8, 2008 sentencing, the Prosecuting Attorney made a recommendation that was 
inconsistent with the plea agreement. The transcript of the October 8, 2008 sentencing hearing 
evinces that the prosecuting attorney recommended to the court that it impose a period of 
incarceration on McArnis consistent with the recommendations contained in the Pre-Sentence 
Investigation Report. The court finds that the prosecuting attorney breached his plea agreement 
with McAmis and his attorney. 
"'[A] defendant is constitutionally entitled to relief when the state breaches a promise 
made to him in return for a plea of guilty.' "State v. Rutherford, 107 Idaho 910, 913, 693 P.2d 
1112, 1115 (Ct.App. l 985) (quoting United States v. Ocanas, 628 F.2d 353, 358 (5th Cir.1980)). 
" '[W]hen the prosecution breaches its promise with respect to an executed plea agreement, the 
defendant pleads guilty on a false premise, and hence his conviction cannot stand.' "Id. (quoting 
Mabry v. Johnson, 467 U.S. 504, 104 S.Ct. 2543, 2547, 81L.Ed.2d437 (1984)). See also State v. 
Ballard, 114 Idaho 799, 761P.2d1151 (1988); Mata, 124 Idaho at 595, 861 P.2d at 1260; State 
v. Litz, 122 Idaho 387, 834 P.2d 904 (Ct.App.1992); Jones v. State, 118 Idaho 842, 801 P.2d 49 
(Ct.App.1990). Berg v. State, 131Idaho517, 519, 960 P.2d 738, 740 (1998) 
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McAmis has also alleged that his defense attorney was ineffective because he failed to 
object to the prosecuting attorney's breach the plea agreement at sentencing and for failing to 
assert the plea agreement recommendations to the court. The sentencing transcript shows that 
the Defendant's attorney only stated that he must have "misunderstood" the plea agreement and 
then asked the court to consider the two plus three sentence and probation, or in the alternative, 
to consider a period of retained jurisdiction. This court is concerned that the Defendant's 
attorney failed to object to the prosecuting attorney's recommendation make a record that the 
Prosecutor's recommendation violated the plea agreement placed on the record at the change of 
plea hearing. The court cannot determine that it would be probable that such an objection and 
assertion by the Defendant's attorney would have altered Judge Drescher's sentencing decision. 
However, there is a distinct possibility that had the Prosecutor made recommendations consistent 
with the plea agreement and/or if defense counsel had objected and asserted the plea agreement 
that McAmis may have received a more favorable sentence. The court also notes that had 
defense counsel properly objected to the prosecutor's breach of the plea agreement, that McAmis 
may have been given the opportunity to withdraw his guilty plea in order to protect his 
negotiated rights. Thus the court also finds that Defendant's counsel was ineffective in failing to 
object to the prosecutor's breach of the plea agreement and that McAmis' was prejudiced 
thereby. 
Although McAmis has met his burden of proof in establishing that the prosecuting 
attorney breached his plea agreement at the time of his sentencing hearing and that his court 
appointed attorney was ineffective in his failure to object to this breach of the plea agreement 
and for his failure to assert McAmis' right to the benefit of the plea agreement or assert this 
breach in his Notice of Appeal, the court is left with two other issues to address. First, this court 
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did not originally sentence McAmis so it cannot dctennine without speculating whether there is a 
reasonable probability that the sentencing outcome would have been different if his attorney 
would have effectively compelled the prosecuting attorney to make sentencing recommendations 
consistent with the plea agreement. However, McAmis was clearly prejudiced by the breach and 
this denial of a constitutionally protected right should entitle him to a new sentencing hearing 
where he receives specific performance of the promised recommendation. Second, the breach of 
plea agreement was never addressed on McAmis' prior appeal and therefore arguably should not 
be considered by the court as a basis for post-conviction relief pursuant to Idaho Code 19-
490 I (2). The court does not know why the breach of plea agreement issue was not addressed on 
the Defendant's direct appeal of his sentence. However, the failure of the defendant's sentencing 
attorney and the state appellant public defender to assert this issue on appeal should not be 
visited on the defendant when he attempted to assert it in his prose Notice of Appeal. This was 
ineffective assistance of counsel and McAmis' was denied his constitutionally protected right to 
the benefit of a sentencing recommendation consistent with the plea bargain. This court cannot 
speculate as to whether the sentencing outcome would have been or will be any different, but 
feels it is obligated to correct the constitutional violation suffered by the defendant. 
Therefore, this court concludes that McAmis has met his burden of proof and is entitled 
to post-conviction relief pursuant to Idaho Code 19-490 I (l) on the basis that: (I) He was denied 
his constitutionally protected right of having the prosecuting attorney his honor his plea 
agreement in making sentencing recommendations; (2) He was denied his constitutionally 
protected right to be represented by competent and effective counsel. Although the breach of 
plea agreement could have been but was not addressed on McAmis' direct appeal of his 
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sentence, it makes no sense to wait for another post-conviction relief proceeding to conect this 
violation of his constitutionally protected right to the benefit of his plea bargain. 
This court finds no basis to set aside the Defendant's guilty plea in this case. The guilty 
plea was validly entered. The appropriate remedy in this case is to provide McAmis specific 
performance of the prosecuting attorneys plea bargained sentencing recommendations during a 
resentencing hearing. 
CONCLUSION AND ORDER 
For the reasons set forth above, the Petitioner Gregory S. McAmis' Petition for Post-
Conviction Relief is granted. The Judgment and Commitment filed October 8, 2008 in Adams 
County case CR-2006-605 is hereby vacated. The Petitioner Gregory S. McAmis' will be 
resentenced on November 2, 2012 at 9:30 a.m. at the Adams County Courthouse, Council, Idaho 
He will be given the specific performance of the plea bargained sentencing recommendations 
during the re-sentencing. He is held without bond on this case pending the resentencing. 
McAmis' attorney shall prepare the necessary transport order and advise the court in writing 
within ten days if McAmis desires an updated Pre-Sentence Investigation Report or requests any 
further evaluations for purposes of sentencing. 
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ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
IT APPEARING that the above-named Petitioner is in the custody of the Ida.no Correctional 
Center and that it is necessary that GREGORY MCAMIS be brought before the Honorable Bradly S. 
Ford in the Judicial Court at 201 Industrial Ave .• Council, Idaho for his Court date 011 the :ind day of 
Noverobei:', 2012 at the bou.r of !}:30 o'clock a.m.; 
n: IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Adams Councy Sheriff bring the Petitioner from the 
South Idaho Correctional Institurion to Adams County Courthouse at said time and o.o said date; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that immediately following said court date the Sheriff return 
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ORDER TO TR.\NSPORT 
IT APPEARING that the. above.named Petitioner is in the custody of the Idaho Correctional 
Center and that it is necessary that GREGORY MCAMIS be brought before the Honorable Bradly S. 
Ford in the Judicial Court at 201 Industrial Ave., Council, Idaho for his Court date on the t" dlly of 
December, 2012 at the hour of 9:00 o•ctock a.m.; 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Adams County Sheriff bring the Petitioner from the 
South Idaho Correctional Institution to Adams County Courtho11se at said time and on said date; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that immediately following said court date the Sheriff return 
said Petitioner ro the custody of the South Idaho Correctional Institution; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the South Idaho Correctional Institution release the said 
Petitioner to the Adams County Shoriff, for the purpose of the aforementioned court appearance; and 
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Adams County Sheriff's Department foyd certify the same. 
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Attorneys at Law 
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Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRJCT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY MCAMIS, ) 
) 
Petitioner/Appellant, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
~~~~~~~~~~~-). 
CASE NO. CVl0-2655 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE Of IDAHO AND THE PARTY'S 
ATTORNEYS, MYRON DAN GABBERT, JR., ADAMS COUNTY PROSECUTING 
ATTORNEY AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE rs HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, Gregory Mcamis, appeals against the above named 
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court the Final Judgment entered in the above entitled action on 
the 28th day of September, 2012, Honorable Bradly S. ford presiding. 
2. The Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the orders 
described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 11 I.A.R. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL-1 
10/10/2012 14:38 20845%908 LO"JANROl<ER P.c..GE 07 / 08 
3. As a preliminary statem\':nt of issues on appeal, which the Appellant intends to 
assert, is that the court's dec.ision to gram specific performance of the plea bargain instead of 
withdrawing the plea was in error and should be reversed. This list of issues on appeal is not 
intended to fo:nit any other possible issues on appeal. 
4. No order has been entered sealing any portion of the record. 
5. (a) A reporter's transcript is requested. 
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
Status Conference held on December 3, 2010, Court Reporter Debra Kreidler, estimated 
number of transcript pages less then 100. 
Status Conference held on April l, 2011, Court Reporter Debra Kreidler, estimated number 
of transcript pages less then 100. 
Review Hearing held on November 4, 2011, Court Reporter Debra Kreidler, estimated 
number of transcript pages less then 100. 
Pre-Trial Conference held on May 4, 2012, Court Reporter Debra Kreidler, estimated 
number of transcript pages less then 100. 
Evidentiary Hearing held on July 2, 2012, Court Reporter Debra Kreidler, estimated number 
of transcript pages less then 100. 
Court Trial/Post Conviction Relief held on August 3, 2012, Court Reporter Debra Kreidler, 
estimated number of transcript pages less then 100. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL-2 
LU"/ANROKl::.H 
6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record 
in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R. Order granting Post-Conviction 
Relief entered on September 20, 2012. 
7, I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) That the reporter's transcript fee and the clerk's record fee should be paid by the 
County because the Petitioner/Appellant is indigent and he will apply for payment of fees by the 
County. 
(c) That there is no appeUate filing fee. 
(d) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to RuJe 
20.I.A.R. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE:: The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL was facsimile to, MYRON DAN GABBERT, JR., 
Adams County Prosecuting Attorney at (208) 253-4880, Council, Idaho; to the Administrative 
Judge, Adams County Courthouse, at (208) 253-4880, Council, Idaho; placed in the court basket of 
Debora Kreidler, Canyon County Courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho; mailed, postage prepaid, to 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN, Attorney General, STATE OF IDAHO, P.O. BOX 83720, Boise, 
Idaho 83720, and mailed, postage prepaid, to Gregory Mcamis c/o ICC PO BOX 70010, Boise, 
Idaho 83707 this date. 
DATED: October 1?_2012. 
!t"l.!t· Y:. ~-: ... ~<J , 
County of Adams J w 
I. the undersigned Recorder arid Cl.~rk of the Di:'.irc.q 
Court of Adams County, State of Idaho, do hcr(·tiy ,,,:, tity 
that the foregoing Instrument is a true and correc< ;,.,), ''\' 
tl ;e original ontile in my office and in my custody. ' 
fN WiTNE5S WHEREOF, I have set my hand and affix~\! 26.efa! SC<•'. :•11 this~ day of ~..Ab "C ~ 
,. ; 1 ·' 
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12 11: 38 FROM-a, co clerk 12082534880 T-918 P0001/0007 F-408 
LOVAN ROKER&, ROUNDS, P .c. 
MATTHEW J.ROKERbISB No.4835 
TYLER S. ROUNDS ~ ISB No. 7876 
Attorneys At Law 
717 S . .KimbaHAvemie, Suite 200 
CatdweJL Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 459-6795 
Facsimile: (208) 459-6908 
Attorney for Petitioner/Appellant 
'I 6 
IN THE DIStRJCT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
GREGORY MCAMtS ) 
) 
Petitioner/Appellant, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO. ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
CASE NO. CVl0-2655 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
IN DIRECT APPEAL 
TO: IDAHO STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
The above named Petitioner having filed a posHonviction having been convicted. 
The Petitioner/Appc.llant having requested the assistance of counsel Jn pursuing a direct 
appeal from the judgment entered, and the Court being satisfied that said Petitioner/Appellant is 
an indigent person entitled to the servjces of the State Appellate Public Defender pursuant to 
Idaho Code § 19-870 and that the appeal i.s from a judgment or order enumerated iu,..t®bo Code 
§19-870 (1); and good cause appearing; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER That the State Appellate Public 
Defender is appointed to represent the above named Petitioner/Appellant on the appeal of the 
judgment entered in this case. 
The State Appellate PubUc Defender's Office is provided the following informacion 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER IN DIRECT APPEAL 
Page 1 
a· l . 
I 
12082534880 T-918 P0002/0007 F-408 • ~.., • .._ WUf \'..H,) 10-15-'12 11:38 FROM-a - co clerK 
concerning the case: 
1. The petitioner-appellant's trial defense counsel is: LOVAN ROKER & 
ROUNOS, 717 S. KimbaH Ave_ Suite 200, Caldwelt,ldaho 83605. 
2. Petitionei: appellant's trial defense counsel has advised the Court that the 
petitioner- appellant's current address Js: GREGORY MCA.MIS, c/o ICC PO BOX 70010, 
Boise, Idaho 83707. 
DATED: 
kERIIfI(;ATE QF SER-VICE 
I HEREBY CERTlfY That on tl1is l/i!!:..1 day of _[)_~-· 2012, J served a 
copy of the foregoing document on the following indMduals mailed, postage prepaid to: 
LOVAN ROKER & ROUNDS 1 P.C. at 717 S. KimbaU Ave, Suite 200, Caldwell, Xdaho 83605, 
and Canyon County P.A., 1115 Albany Street, Caldwell, Idaho 83605 and Coun Reporter, 
canyon County Courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho and Appellate Clerk Canyon County Courthouse, 
CaJdweU, Idaho and St.ate AppeJlate Public Defender via fax to (208) 334-2985 and mailed at 
P.O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720. SHEHRY WARD 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER IN DIRECT APPEAL 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADAMS 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GREGORY S. MCAMIS, 
Defendant. 
) 
} 
} 
) 
} Case No. CR-2006-6057 
) 
) 
) 
) 
} 
~~~~~~~~~~~~-
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDING 
JULY 7, 2008 
PRESIDING JUDGE: THE HONORABLE STEPHEN W. DRESCHER 
APPEARANCES: 
For the Myron Dan Gabbert 
Plaintiff: Adams County Prosecutor 
Post Office Box 546 
Council, Idaho 83612 
For the Jonathon D. Hallin 
Defendant: Attorney at Law 
Post Office Box 947 
McCall, Idaho 83638 
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(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
PROCEEDING 
THE COURT: And we are taking up Mr. McAmis' 
case, 06-6057. 
(5) Mr. Hallin is here for the defense, 
(6) Mr. Gabbert for the prosecution. 
(7) And Mr. McAmis was to be arraigned today. 
(8) but counsel have indicated they have come to an 
(9) accord. 
f<l~~ Mr. Hallin, you want to tell us what that 
l (11) 1s. please. 
(12) MR. HALLIN: Your Honor, after speaking with 
(13) Mr. Gabbert and my client. I believe we have reached 
(14> an agreement wherein Mr. McAmis would enter a plea of 
(15) guilty to one count of grand theft as contained in 
(16) the information filed in this matter. 
(17) As part of that agreement, the State 
(18) would move to dismiss the habitual offender 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
122) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
enhancement and agree not to file charges against 
Mr. McAmis relating to his failure to appear at the 
jury trial, which was scheduled last summer, I 
believe. 
As part of the agreement also the State 
and defense have agreed to recommend to the court a 
two·to·five·year sentence. which would be suspended. 
Page5 
(1) The State and the defense would ask that 
(2) that be concurrent with Canyon County. 
(3) As part of the agreement, Mr. McAmis 
(4) would agree to pay full restitution and court costs 
(S) in this case. And I believe restitution is in the 
(6) neighborhood of 20,000 to 40,000, somewhere between, 
(7) and we could set a restftution hearing for that 
(8) purpose. 
(9) And Mr. McAmis would reserve the right to 
(Jo) request a withheld judgment based on if he's 
< 11) qualified. 
(12) THE COURT: And, Mr. Gabbert, is that your 
< 13) understanding? 
/~ MR. GABBERT: Yes, judge, I believe it is. 
. (IS) THE COURT: And, Mr. McAmis, is that your 
(16> understanding, sir, of the negotiations arrived at 
(17) between your lawyer and the lawyer for the State of 
(18) Idaho? 
(19) DEFENDANT MCAMIS: All, Your Honor, except for 
120) the habitual offender act which was removed last 
121) year, and I'm not under that any longer. 
(22) The court minutes will show, and here is 
(23) proof from Florida from a judge that I have no felony 
(24) convictions. 
(25) THE COURT: Whatever the allegations, that 
( 1) part of it will be dismissed or -
(2) DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Thank you, Your Honor. 
(3) Yes. sir. I understand. 
(4) THE COURT: Now. Mr. McAmis, do you 
(5) understand, sir, that by withdrawing your former plea 
(6) of not guilty and now entering a plea of guilty that 
(7) there will not be a trial, you will be giving up your 
(B) cons!itutional right to trial by jury, you will be 
(9) giving up other valuable constitutional rights. you 
(10) will be giving up any defenses you may have and you 
(11) would be exposing yourself to up to 14 years in the 
(12) penitentiary, a $5,000 fine, or a combination of 
(13) both? Do you understand that? 
(14J DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes, sir, Your Honor. 
(15) THE COURT: Mr. McAmis, if you plead guilty 
(16) here today, sir, do you understand that you will be 
( 17) giving up your constitutional right to trial by 
I (18) (19) I (20) 
jury? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes, sir, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: If you plead guilty, sir, do you 
understand you will be giving up your right to be 
presumed innocent? I (21) (22) 
I (23) (24) I (25) 
I 
I 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
I 112) 
I (13) 
I (14> 
(IS) 
(16) 
( 17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: If you plead guilty, sir. do you 
understand you will be giving up your right to 
Page 7 
confront and cross-examine the witnesses against 
you? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: If you plead guilty, sir, do you 
understand you will be giving up your right to compel 
the attendance of witnesses in your own behalf at no 
expense to you? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Mr. McAmis. if you enter a guilty 
plea you will be giving up what's known as your right 
against compulsory self·incrimination. That is, you 
will be giving up your right to remain silent, you 
will be giving up your right to resist efforts by the 
State to make you testify against yourself. Do you 
understand that? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: And if you plead guilty, sir, you 
will be giving up any defenses you may have and you 
will be admitting that you committed this felony 
crime. Do you understand that? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Mr. McAmis, has anybody threatened 
you or forced you or coerced you into entering a plea 
of guilty? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Other than the plea 
···-------------·· .. -·---------------·-·-.... ·-··········-----------·------·--··--·--·----page 4 to-Pag·a·r .. ::{A 
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agreement. Your Honor, no, sir. 
THE COURT: Are you pleading guilty freely and 
voluntarily? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes. Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Are you pleading guilty because 
you want to? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Mr. McAmis, at the sentencing 
phase of this case the lawyers can make a 
presentation about what they think the sentence ought 
to be. The court's not obligated to follow their 
recommendation. and if you enter a plea of guilty the 
court's at liberty to impose whatever penalty it 
deems just and fit. Do you understand that? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes, sir, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Mr. McAmis, let me ask you about 
this now. 
Have you ever before been convicted of a 
felony or are you now on probation or parole of any 
kind? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: No. sir, Your Honor, I am 
not and I have not. 
THE COURT: Mr. McAmis, have you had any drugs 
or intoxicants in the last 48 hours? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: No, sir, Your Honor. 
-~-~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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THE COURT: Mr. McAmis, have you had a full 
opportunity to review with your lawyer the rights 
you'd be giving up by pleading guilty, the 
consequence of giving up those rights, and all the 
evidence accumulated against you by the prosecutor 
and the police? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes, sir, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Have you had a full opportunity to 
review with your lawyer all the defenses you'd be 
giving up if you pied guilty? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes. sir, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Mr. McAmls, have the lawyers told 
the court about all the parts of the plea bargain? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: No. sir. 
THE COURT: Tell me about any part that they 
haven't told the court about. 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: The main part was the 
charges against my ex-wife would be dismissed. That 
was not brought up to the court, Your Honor, and I 
wanted to discuss that with you. 
THE COURT: All right. I understand that 
that's their intent -
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: - and we will make that part of 
the record here. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) I (6) 
I (7) 
i (8) 
I (9) 
1 (10) 
I 
(11) 
(12) 
I (13) 
I I (14) 
I 
(15) 
(16) 
' (17) 
I (1a) 
I I (19) 
' (20) 
I (21) (22) 
I 
(23) 
(24) I (25) 
I 
I 
I 
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Other than that, as regards to you. have 
they left out nut elements of the plea bargain? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: No, sir. 
THE COURT: Mr. McAmis, having told me that 
you understand your constitutional rights. and you 
understand the consequence of giving up those rights. 
and you understand the penalty you're exposing 
yourself to, how do you plead, sir, that you, on or 
about the 1st day of November, 2005, in Adams County, 
Idaho, did wrongfully obtain $29,000 in property of 
the David and Robin James with the intent to 
appropriate it to yourself by means of a false 
promise? How do you so plead? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Guilty, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: We will accept the defendant's 
plea of guilty finding it knowledgeable and 
voluntary. 
And Section 2 of the information will be 
dismissed on motion of the State. 
Now, Mr. McAmis, we're going to order a 
presentence investigation, and that's a report that's 
made to the court concerning you and your facts and 
circumstances and the facts and circumstances 
surrounding this incident. 
Officer Warner will give you some 
!~~~~~~~~~--,-~~~~~~~~~~ 
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1
1 (1) information about the pre sentence and I want to you 
(2) fill that out as he directs and return it to him. 
(3) DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Your Honor? 
(4) THE COURT: Yes, sir. 
(s) DEFENDANT MCAMIS: May I ask a question? 
(6) THE COURT: Sure. 
(7) DEFENDANT MCAMIS: I've just done a p.s.i. 
(B) investigation with the Third District and it will be 
(9) finished and complete in Canyon County on Wednesday 
< 1 o) of this week. 
(11) THE COURT: All right. 
(12) MR. HALLIN; Is that a possibility that we 
(13) could use that p.s.i. from the Third District? 
(14) THE COURT: Sure is. We can use that one and 
I (15) we will just supplement it with your Adams County 
1 < 16) information. 
(17) DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes, sir, Your Honor. 
(18) Thank you, sir. 
(19) THE COURT: And we will set your sentencing 
(20) for October 9 at 10:00 o'clock in the morning. And 
(21) we will see you back here then, Mr. McAmis. 
(22) Thank you, sir. 
(23) DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Question, Your Honor? I (24) THE COURT: Yes. j (25) DEFENDANT MCAMIS: How does that work? Do I 
I 
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- if I get the plea agreement in Canyon County and 
they give me probation, do I get reprimanded back In 
custody to here? Because I have a charge in -
THE COURT: Yeah, they will hold you here 
until your sentencing is done here. 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Okay. My question would 
be, is there any way that I can be released over to 
Ada County to handle some charges for traffic that I 
have there? 
THE COURT: Um ... 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: 'Cause that will put me in 
another - even if I get on probation here with you, 
if it's possible, then I'll still have to go to Ada 
County for several, four or five months. 
THE COURT: Well, in the Hght of the events 
as they have transpired, we won't be reducing your 
bond here, as you might understand. But what can 
happen is, if the investigatory authorities gather 
the necessary information to supplement your 
presentence investigation that's been done with the 
Adams County information and interviews, we will try 
to advance your sentencing date and -
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: - speed the process along, let 
you get going. 
~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~---~-
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DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Thank you, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes, sir. 
(Proceeding concluded.) 
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(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
PR 0 CE ED I NG I (1) speaking of there. 
I. (2) My client did provide me with an order THE COURT: Let's take up the matter of State - , (3) from 1999 from Pasco County citing those cases, and 
(4) 
(5) 
of Idaho versus Gregory McAmis. (4) it does indicate those cases were dismissed; however, 
This is 06·6057. Mr. Hallin is present (5) I'm - as I was speaking to the court down there 
(6) 
(7) 
for the defense and Mr. Gabbert for the (5) getting an exemplified copy of the judgment, I can't 
prosecution. (7) comment on whether that was a complete dismissal or 
(8) Mr. Hallin. do you know of any legal (8) - because It's certainly consistent with what this 
(9) reason why we should not proceed to judgment and (9) court would do in the scenario of a withheld 
(10) sentence should not be imposed? (10) judgment. 
(11) MR. HALLIN: No, Your Honor. (11) And I have advised my client that this 
(12) 
(13) 
THE COURT: Do you have any corrections or (12) court, after the withheld period is over, ii he would 
additions to the presentence investigation? (13) successfully complete - or the defendant 
(14) MR. HALLIN: Yeah, Your Honor, thank you. (14) successfully completes that, the court goes back and 
(15) I have had the opportunity to review the (15) sets aside that plea of guilty and imposes a withheld 
(16) 
(17) 
P.S.I. with my client and I did provide that to him (16) judgment. 
and he had the opportunity to review that over (17) And it appears very similar to what the 
(18) 
(19) 
evening by himself and then we came back in and met. (18) FlorkJa court did in this case in Mayol 1999. And 
He did oote, and this has been a ( 19) it says the motion to dismiss is granted. 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
continuing source of dispute in this case, is whether (20) 111 provide a copy to Mr. Gabbert. 
- what Mr. McAmis' prior criminal record is. I (21) MR. GABBERT: Thank you. 
The N.C.l.C. printout as provided by (22) MR. HALLIN: May I approach, Your Honor? 
Ms. Forsberg, Your Honor, indicates that - indicates I (23) THE COURT: Yes. (23) 
(24) Mr. McAmis has more than one felony conviction out of 1 (24) MR. HALLIN: I'm handing you an order from 
(25) the State of Florida stemming from a 1989 incident. (25) Pasco County, Florida, from May of 1999, showing -
(~) And then there is also some references to 2002 and 
(2) 2003, to some felonies that my client was convicted 
(3) of. 
(4) And I don't believe the State disputes 
(S) that the 1989 record should reflect only one lelOny, 
(6) as the State had initiaffy filed a Part 2 habitual 
(7) offender enhancement to the information and 
(8) thereafter indicated, based on information and 
(9) belief, that Mr. McAmis had only one prior felony out 
(IO) of the State of Florida. And thafs my understanding 
(11) based on the letter that Mr. Gabbert provided to me. 
(12) From speaking about Mr. McAmis, however, 
(13) he was under the impression that the 1989 conviction 
!14) was dismissed. 
(15) And I did note in the P.S.I. Ms. Forsberg 
(16) said, indicated that - on page 7 - she had spoke 
(17) with Pasco County, Florida regarding those 
( 18) convictions and they had indicated that only 
f19) probation violations had been dismissed, and she 
(20) attached a copy of the court order showing that. 
(21) And I look through the P.S.I. which also 
(22) includes the P.S.I. for Canyon County, and I haven't 
(23) - I can't locate that order. 
(24) DEFENDANT MCAMIS: I have got it. 
(25) MR. HALLIN: And I don't know what she's 
-----·-------------------
(1) 
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and it references those prior felony convictions out 
of -that appear in the N.C.l.C., and it does note 
the motion to dismiss was granted. 
Like I said, I - without knowing the 
basis I can't say whether that was a complete 
dismissal or whether it was a dismissal for some kind 
of plea that was held in abeyance, such as a 
deferment or a withheld -
THE COURT: Ri!Jht. 
MR. HALLIN: - judgment or the like. 
THE COURT: That's the way it looks. 
MR. HALLIN: Yeah. 
The other note that I would make is 
page 10 of P.S.I. also indicates there is a letter 
from Allen Rogers, a previous employer at McDade 
Corporation where Mr. McAmis worked in California for 
a number of years, and I searched P.S.I. high and low 
and didn't find that letter as well. 
Then finally. page 11, Mr. McAmis would 
like to clarify the quote that appears in the second 
to the last paragraph that he had provided the 
victims with a check in this matter, but they wanted 
$5,000 more. 
Mr. McAmis advised me that was in 
reference to the victims in the Canyon County case, 
I 
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and Ms. Forsberg - there must have been a 
misunderstanding between the two of them, and the 
comment was made -
THE COURT: All right. 
MR. HALLIN: - and that was not pertaining to 
the Jameses. 
Other than that, I will let Mr. McAmis 
address his criminal record, as he understands it 
more than I do, and the discrepancies that appear in 
the N.C.l.C. 
THE COURT: All right. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. Gabbert. 
MR. GABBERT: Judge, the State has several 
comments to make about Mr. McAmis, but before the 
State proceeds we wonder if the court would please 
listen to the victims that were involved in the Adams 
County case. 
THE COURT: You want to call them as 
witnesses, have them sworn, take the stand and adhere 
to a question answer fonnat. I'd be delighted. 
MR. GABBERT: Thank you. 
We'll call David James, judge. 
THE COURT: Sir, if you will come forward 
raise your right hand and be sworn. 
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DAVID JAMES, 
Having been first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
THE COURT: Please be seated, sir. 
Go ahead, Mr. Gabbert. 
MR. GABBERT: Thank you, judge. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. GABBERT: 
Your name, please? 
David Allen James. 
And where do you reside, just generally 
speaking? 
In Council. 
And, Mr. James, you indicated that you 
wished to have some input here into the sentencing 
hearing involving Mr. McAmis with respect to the 
amount of money that you have paid to him for the 
purchase of that mobile home -
Yeah, I do. 
- The subject of the criminal 
prosecution. 
Just tell the judge what you wanted him 
to hear about Mr. McAmis. 
I lived here my whole life and, you know, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(o) 
(7) 
(B) 
(9) 
(10) 
( 11) 
(12) 
I (13) I (14) 
I (15) 
I (16) 
(11) a. 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) A. 
I <21> 
(22) 
(23> a. 
(24) 
(25) 
(1) A. 
<2> a. 
(3) A. 
(4) 
<5> a. 
(6) 
(7) A. 
I (8) 
I 19) I (10) a. 
I I (11) A. I (12) I (13) a. 
(14) 
(15) I (16) 
( 17) 
(18) A. 
(19) a. 
(20) A. 
(21> a. 
(22) 
(23) A. 
(24) Q. 
(25) A. 
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when you make a verbal agreement with a person in rny 
community, it always goes through. I mean. if you 
promise to do something in good faith, you - you 
finish your dealings with them. 
We gave this man r'tght there $29,250. 
He promised to bring me a mobile home, 
and he never showed up with it. He boogied off and I 
was sitting there with no money, no house, no place 
to live, 'cause we sold our other house. We had to 
live in a camp trailer. I mean, it was not a 
pl€asant situation. caused us a lot of - lot of 
hardships. 
And I think, you know, if you give 
somebody something in good faith that they ought to 
do wilat they're supposed to and give you your - your 
commodity that you bought from them. 
Mr. James, when you were living in the 
camp trailer, that was necessitated by the fact that 
you were out this sum of money? 
Yeah. We had to sell our other house 
because we borrowed money against our first house to 
get this project all taken care of. 
And when you were living in that camp 
trailer, that was a result of the failure to de liver 
the -
Yeah, vie should have -
- mobile home that you bought? 
Yes. We should have already had the 
house sftting there. 
And tell the judge how many kids you got 
and what their ages are. 
We have three children, one boy and two 
girls. The- the son was -he's 17 now, my 
daughter is 16, and my youngest is 10. 
And how big was your camp trailer? 
19-footer or something, pretty- pretty 
dinky. 
All right. And, Mr. James, I understand 
that the circumstances to have been that you - you 
gave Mrs. James, your wife, a lot of discretion as to 
how to handle the purchase of the home and make the 
arrangements for this project. 
Oh, yes. 
Am I right? 
Yes, sir. 
And she has more particular facts to 
state about it? 
Yes, she does. 
Okay. 
Exactly. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-I 
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MR. GABBERT: Any questions that you have for 
him, judge, would be glad to be answered or-
THE COURT: I don't, but maybe there's 
cross-examination. 
THE COURT: Mr. Hallin. 
MR. HALLIN: No questions for Mr. James, Your 
Honor. 
THE COURT: Thank you, Mr_ James. You may 
step down. 
MR. GABBERT: Thanks Mr. James. 
We'll call Robin James, judge. 
THE COURT: Ma'am. if you'll come forward and 
raise your right hand and be sworn. 
ROBIN JAMES, 
Having been first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
THE COURT: Ma'am, please be seated. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. GABBERT: 
Mrs. James, your name, please. 
Robin Sue James. 
And are you the wife of the person that 
just testified? 
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Yes, sir, I am. 
Mrs. James, would you tell the judge what 
you'd like to explain about the circumstances 
involving the defendant Mr. McAmis and the purchase 
of that mobile home that - for the money that your 
hubby testified about? 
Yes, sir. My husband David and I, back 
in November of 2005, made an agreement with 
Mr. McAmis, representing Capital Housing, to purchase 
a mobile home for the amount that my husband said, 
$29,250. 
And as he also said, we, in good faith, 
wired the funds as was required by that company 
within 48 hours. 
And for that amount that we wired, we 
were promised to have that house delivered within 
three weeks. 
And per Mr. McAmis, told to go ahead and 
prepare a site, our foundation. He gave us the specs 
for the foundation, so we hired a local contractor to 
come in, set it up, so it would be specific to that 
motor home. 
We contacted Idaho Power and had power 
put in. We had a road put in, a septic system. We 
did the whole gamut of what you're supposed to do. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) I ,,,, 
(IS) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(I) 
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(3) 
(4) 
. (5) 
(6) 
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(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
I (\3) 
(14) 
( 15) 
(16) 
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I (23) · 
(24) 
(25) 
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It didn't come within the three weeks, 
arid actually no time afterwards, but between then and 
the time frame of November 2005 and actually February 
of 2006, Mr. McArnis kept telling us it would be 
delivered. He'd give us a date, and of course during 
this time in this country we have a lot of snow, so 
he'd say, well, get that road plowed, we'll have it 
delivered on this day. 
So we'd hire - go out and hire somebody 
to plow the road. There was times David and I took 
off work and ourselves shoveled out several feet of 
snow from inside the foundation. or snowblowed it or 
whatever it took, because time and time again 
Mr. McAmis told me that, I will have that house for 
you. 
And the way - as my husband said - that 
we obtained the funds for this was we took out equity 
in the house that we had in town. We had fixed it up 
and done what we could. And therefore, since we were 
receiving this house, we put up our house for sale 
and sold it, and then only had a specific amount of 
time to get out. We delayed that as long as we could 
with some courteous buyers, but at some point we had 
to get out. 
So we had to move our family Into a camp 
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trailer that we borrowed from my mom and dad. He was 
close, it was not 19 feet it was 23 feet, but still, 
for a family of five that's pretty smaU. So my 
oldest son and daughter, they chose to spend quite a 
bit of time with some other relatives because it was 
kind of a hardship sitting out there, and it was 
quite warm at this point This was the following 
spring, I'm sorry. 
And so I have to say that a lot of the 
part that I would like Mr. McAmis to understand is 
the effects that it had to our family. 
Money can be recovered over time. My 
husband and I are working very hard to recover what 
we can and build back up everything we've lost. The 
effects to famffy's emotions and creating a family to 
live ai>art. I will say as a parent, is one of the 
hardest things that I feel we had to go through. 
Md trying to explain to my chik:lren the 
trust lhat we placed in a person and getting my 
children to understand who to trust, who not, and 
that h's - it's a life lesson. 
1- I know there is a lot of facts that 
have already been presented to the court, so I'm 
. really not going to go over those. I just want the 
court to understand that my husband David and I 
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realized a long lime ago that this man had used all 
our assets. 
We found out later on that within days 
after thal money was wired, that large amounts were 
taken out and used for - for partying, and that ii 
was used for something that David and I would never 
condone. 
It's bad enough that the roof over our 
heads was taken, but the fact that we - we don't 
have that money, we - in hindsight, I mean, if 
nothing else I would have never bought it and I would 
have given one my kids some form of education, which 
is - there is just so many things that have been 
taken from us. 
I know that money is gone. My husband 
and I have come to terms with that. I also know 
there is a case in Canyon County where the same thing 
happened to some older folks who were closer to 
retirement, and I thank God that we weren't that much 
closer to retirement and have that much of a hardship 
trying to reestablish those funds before that time. 
My main fact right now is I do not want 
to see Mr. McAmis do this to another family. I do 
believe - I don't know aM your legal terms of 
habitual offender, but I know what that means to me. 
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It means somebody who does the same thing over and 
over again. 
And I really feel that Mr. McAmis is 
that, because had he been otherwise, he would have 
come through with the truth before I became indebted 
with my husband to other subcontractors to continue 
to plow snow, to - to put a foundation on there, to 
incur expenses with an attorney. 
And I remember Mr. McAmis telfing me, you 
need to call an attorney because Capital Housing owes 
you this money, and, Robin, you know. I'm so sorry 
this happened, but they <YWe you this money, and this 
is a good thing that you should contact a lawyer. 
So we put more money out trying to go 
with a civD case and hired Mr. Bokides out of 
Weiser. 
And when Mr. Bokides found out who the 
person was that set up the company and what was 
actually going on he told us, this is far more than 
civil, Robin. 
And shortly later we found out that there 
was also a criminal case in Canyon County and we 
rea~zed really how stupid I had been in trusting 
this person to - to contlnuaBy string us along for 
so long before I went to the authorities. In 
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hindsight I feel very silly. I don't know if that 
would have changed anything though, I really don't. 
ll's like my husband said, we in good 
faith gave him what we were supposed to on our part 
of the deal and we never got anything, anything at 
all. 
II left us with a foundation, and a 
foundation that was specific to only two different 
types of mobile homes. We - we spent hours looking 
to find a replacement. We hoped maybe we could find 
a replacement used one that we could put on there. 
Unfortunately for us, the Oakwood home 
that we did is enough - it's like I think 18 inches 
off of a measurement of a typical mobile home, so no 
matter what, we either had to tear the foundation 
out, rebuild it, move everything over. I mean, it 
was a very complicated process. 
And we finally got to the point we just 
wanted to be in a house. I didn't want to live in a 
camp trailer, with my kids staying at my 
mother-in-law's or over at a friend's house for the 
night. I wanted to have a family dinner around our 
own table. I wanted to be sleeping in our bed. not 
in - not in a camper bed. I wanted lo cook a real 
meal. I mean, I know these sound like such minute 
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things. At this point, they're not, because -
THE COURT: They don't sound minute, ma'am. 
Sounds like the ramifications of criminal activity. 
THE WITNESS: Thank you. I - I - I guess I 
Just want to reiterate that I understand the money is 
gone. I understand that. I just - I don't want any 
other family to go through this, and I feel like 
right now thafs the only thing that I can say, 
because I would never ever wish this on any other 
person. 
And it's actually very humiliating to get 
up in front of your peers, in front of people you 
even work with every day, and feel like such a fool 
because you did enter into a contract thinking that 
this person was going to give It to you, and then I 
find out this person set up this entire company and 
the only two transactions he had were false, and both 
have come to criminal cases. 
I don't - I guess I don't mind looking 
like a fool if I can see that there is any way that 
he can't do it to somebody else, that - and that's 
the only thing I really hope. Don't get me wrong, 
I'd love to have that $29,250 back. That's just a 
drop in the bucket of what it actually cost us, we 
actually incurred, because of Mr. McAmis's 
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(1) suggestions and requirements for us to get this set (1) a. - if I may. 
I (2) up, because ii was one of the things, you've got to (2) Now that is, that $47,000 number, does 13) have this foundation set up before we can put it on (3) that include anything for interest? 
(4) there for you. (4) A. No.That's-
I (5) We ended up spending over $47,000. And (5) a. Does it include anything for any padded (6) for us, that - that would equal over a - well over (6) items such as time that you devoted lo the project, 
(7) a year's wages of my husband's and well -or you can (7) or those are hard out-of-pocket expenses that you 
I (8) look at mine as well over two yeBrs. That's a lot of (8) incurred? (9) money that is -you know, and today's economy needs (9) A. I wiD correct one thing though. (10) to go lo our food or our gas, or trying to put away (10) II does include on that - because 
(11) and save for our kids. (11) Mr. McAmis told me to include that at this time, it 
I (12) And it's very hard to look at your kids (12) does pay the interest paid on the loan for the house, (13) when they're getting ready to graduate - I have two (13) the $567.04. So if you're saying interest, then yes, 
(14) that are graduating in a year and a half, and I look. (14) it does-
I P5) at the kids, I say, what do you want to do? (15) Q, But you didn't -(16) And they're like, well, I don't know. I (16) A. - that part. (17) have one that says, I'd like to go to college, but I (17) a. You didn't factor in 8 or 10 percent 
I 
(18) know that's not really an option. And it isn't for . (18) interest on top of the amount of money that you 
(19) her. (19) paid? 
(20) BY MR. GABBERT: (20) A. No, no. 
(21> a. Mrs. James, were you the one who paid (21> a. Okay. 
I (22) more attention to the finances for the project that (22) A. No. (23) you and Mr. James went into - (23) Q. All rtJhl. 
(24) A. Yes, sir. {24) A. No. 
I (25) a. ,.. with Mr. McAmis? (25) a. Go ahead, Mrs. James, with whatever you'd 
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(1) And, in fact, now you mentioned a rough (1) like to tell !he judge. 
I (2) number for the judge. One of the purposes for (2) A. I forgot. I'm sorry. I forgot what it (3) today's hearing is for the judge to be able to order (3) was. 
(4) restitution. And we understand the amount money you (4) a. Weh, one of the things that's in the 
I (5) paid to Mr. McAmis was 29,000 - (5) back of my mind, Mrs. James, is that when this case (6) A. To Mr. McAmis for Capital Housing it was (6) first arose you basically said you wanted to prevent (7) $29,250. (7) other people from suffering the same type of loss. 
(B) Q. All right. And then in addition to that (8) A. Yes, I do. 
I (9) you were - as a direct result of the failure to rsi a. And did that, in fact, have been your (10) deliver that mobile home in the fraudulent setting, (10) driving principle since day one when you first 
(11) you incurred additional expenses out of pocket? (11) brought this case to the sheriffs department at 
I {12) A. Yes, sir. (12) Adams County? (13) a. And how much would that be exactly, (13) A. Yes, It is, because we knew a long time 
(14) Mrs. James? (14) ago that to try and recover the funds is pretty hard 
I 
(15) A. I don't know the difference between the (15) when it's from somebody who takes lhe money that they 
(16) two. I know the total, including the house - (16) are given tor a certain item and just blows it. I 
(17) a. Give us the bigger number then. (17) don'tknDW what other term to use, but wastes it, you 
(18) A. Okay. The total including the house that (18) know, uses it on something else other than paying for 
I (19) we paid for was $47,987. (19) the house to the bank that was repoed from, and then (20) a. Okay. 120) giving !hat and keeping your cut. 
(21) A. I wiH tell you though that, you know, (21) You know, David and I knew, once we found 
I (22) like~ (22) out something about the history when we spoke with (23) a. I'm sorry, Mrs. James, just a follow~up (23) Detective Okamoto, we knew then that as far as (24) question - (24) recoverir)Q funds it's - it's going to be difficult. 
(25) A. 
I 
Okay. (25) I mean, there is - if there is no assets, what can 
I ----~~-------- <xl Page 31 to Page 34 
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(1) you recover? 
(2) But I believe in the justice system. I 
(3) come from three generations of police officers, and 
(4) I'm very faithful in the justice system in aliowing 
(5) ii to do itself, and that's why we sakJ no matter 
(6) what, we - we have a responsibility to bring this to 
(7) trial, or whatever. We need to bring him to justice 
(8) and make him accountable for what he's done. 
(9) I - I just hope that by us doing this 
(10) there will be some repercussion lo Mr. McAmis Iha! 
(11) will prevent him from doing this in the future to 
(12) anybody else. That's the only hope I have at this 
(13) point. 
(14) a. Do you have anything else, Mrs. James? 
(15) A. No. 
(16) MR. GABBERT: Thank you. 
(17) THE COURT: Cross. 
{18) MR. HALLIN: No questions for Ms. James, Your 
(19) Honor. 
(20) THE COURT: Thank you, Mrs. James -
(21) THE WITNESS: Thank you. 
(22) THE COURT: - very much. 
(23) MR. GABBERT: Thank you, Mrs. James. 
(24) Judge, the history of this case is long 
(25) and rather involved. I'll quickly review it for you, 
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(1) because I think you're probably very familiar with 
(2) it, but the case was originally filed quite some time 
(3) ago against not only Mr. McAmis, but his wife 
(4) Mrs. McAmis. 
(5) Prior to the case being med, or perhaps 
(6) coincidentally with the case being filed, Mr. McAmis 
(7) fled from the jurisdiction of Idaho. I think he had 
(8) been arrested in Canyon County on a similar charge 
(9) for which he has been convicted and not been 
(10) sentenced, and then he absconded out of the state. 
(11) And it took quite some time for the authorities to 
(12) find him. Eventually he and his wife were found in 
(13) Kentucky. And actually we were able to find 
(14) Mr. McAmis only because of the fact that we charged 
(15) Mrs. McAmis as being an accessory to the felony crime 
(16) that Mr. McAmis pied guilty to, because given the 
(17) history of Mr. McAmis, we figured we'd have a hard 
(18) time finding him. 
(19) I think the presentence report in our 
(20) files indicate he uses anywhere from three to four to 
(21) six or eight aliases and multiple Social Security 
(22) numbers to obscure his identity. 
(23) At any rate, we were successful in 
. (24) finding her and arresting her and extraditing her, 
(25) bringing her back to Idaho, which then led to his 
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arrest and his extradition back lo Idaho In 
conjunction with the case outstanding against him in 
Canyon County. 
And !hen the case in Canyon County was 
due lo go to trial and he pied guilty under plea 
agreement with Canyon County that said that he would 
reduce - they would reduce the felony charge - by 
the way, the scam in Canyon County was identical to 
the scam used here against the Jameses in Adams 
County. Only the numbers were a little different, 
the home was different and the victims were 
different, but the program was the same. 
The day that he was to be sentenced by 
the judge, the judge - he didn't have - hadn't met 
with the presentence investigator in Canyon County, 
so the judge down there said, you leave the 
courthousa here and you go over there to the 
presenlence folk and get that done and then be back 
here next month or 40 days later. Lo and behold, he 
disappeared again, absconded again from the 
jurisdiction. 
II took another period of time to find 
him. Finally he was arrested down in Florida, judge, 
and spent some time - and I think you yourself 
reduced his bond up here and had comments at one time 
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that, gee, that was one of the few mistakes that you 
made, you know, by reducing this fellow's bond down. 
But at any rate, the bottom line is it's 
been a long, involved thing. Here is the file, and 
that file in Adams County, let me tell you, is a lot 
of effort. Thafs five times as fat as any files I 
have almost in the office. And that's on both 
Mr. and Mrs. McAmis. So there is a lot of effort, a 
lot Of- a lot of heart throb over the whole thing. 
But the bottom line for you, judge, is 
look at lhe presentence report. It says 
incarceration under the custody of the Idaho Board of 
Corrections. 
And, judge, the Idaho - I think the 
victims have reconciled with themselves Iha t if and 
when they ever get any money back, restitution, 
whether it be 29,000 or 49,000, that's going to be a 
long cold day in you know where. 
And - but they brought this case to the 
attention of the authorities with the goal to prevent 
it from happening again, and now it's your job to see 
that lhatgoal is met. 
And thank you, judge for paying 
attention. 
THE COURT: Thank you. 
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Mr. Hallin. 
MR. HALLIN: Well, Your Honor, apparently I 
misunderstood the plea - the nature of the plea 
discussions with the State. It's my understanding 
that the State would honor my request !or a sentence 
of two to five years, and they would recommend a -
not make recommendations as to incarceration or 
whether it be suspended. And that was after lengthy 
discussions. 
Initially I believe the State had 
indicated they would stand silent at the time of 
sentencing hearing. and what we just heard is 
inconsistent with both of those. 
Regardless, Your Honor, this court can 
make its own determination in this matter. 
Mr. McAmis advised me that he was 
involved in mobile home sales for 18 years. 
In October of 2005, he went out on his 
own and formed Capital Housing, Inc., and Statewide 
Investments Equities. They were sister companies. 
Mr. McAmis advised me that Capital 
Housing would negotiate the sale of the mobile home 
units and Statewide Investments Equities was 
responsibfe for the moving and setting up and placing 
of the mobile homes on the foundations. 
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been delivered by Statewide Investments Equities. I 
believe there is a gentleman by the name of Harry 
Haun who purchased one. 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Josie Burgess_ 
MR. HALLIN: Josie Burgess out of McCall, and 
I believe Latah Motors -
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Latah Motors bought 14 from 
me, consecutive. 
MR. HALLIN: So there was an established 
business pattern where there was no criminal --
elements of criminal activity involved. At a certain 
point however, though, he got upsidedown in his 
business he advised me, and he couldn't finance the 
transactions that he had made and got caught up in a 
web of lies, or excuses that he kept setting forth to 
his - to the victims here before this court, and to 
those involved in the Canyon County case, trying to 
buy some time, as he explained it to me, so that he 
could try to liquidize some of his business assets, 
which would be the trucks and whatnot, to cover these 
bad Ira nsactions. 
At a certain point, the attorneys were 
hired. Mr. McAmis was represented by William Belnap 
out of Boise. wtth the victims being represented by 
Mr. Bokides out of Weiser. 
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start. It was undercapitalized and it was an 12) reached in which he had a week, I believe, till 
unsustainable business model. And when you're (3) May28, to pay some of it, I believe ii was around 
dealing with transactions that involve 15 to $30,000, (4) $40,000. 
this court's well aware that it doesn't take long (5) Shortly thereafter Mr. McAmis wasn't able 
before you're upsidedown if your using your business (5) to perform and that was the end of the attempts to 
cards and accounts for personal expenses. (7) reso~1e lhis in the civ~ arena. 
And that leads me in my second response, (8) Mr. McAmis has always acknowledged his 
Mr. McAmis - to the state. Mr. McAmis advises me (9) culpabi~ly to me, has indicated he has every 
that he disputes the contention that he was partying 110} intention to repay his vk:tims. 
nonstop wilh the business accounts. 111) In the Canyon County case, one of the 
If you look at his business accounts. the 112) require· - or one of the aspects of the initial plea 
court will notice that there are many expenses that (13) bargain was that he - if he could pay restitution in 
would otherwise be justifiable, aren't justifiably (14) that case, which was $15,000 and some change, I think 
tax write-offs for - as a business expense, they (15) $15,250, the State wouki agree to amend the charge to 
were - rather they were personal expenses and they (16) a misdemeanor, place him on two years probation. 
shouldn't have been used. His cards shoukin't have (17) That didn't come - or that didn't 
been used n that manner. Regardless, he wasn't 
1 
11e) happen. Mr. McAmis was unable to come up with the 
partying away the money, or he disputes the (19) fundsdue to his incarceration, and then made the 
contention that he was partying away the money. 
1 
(20) unfortunate decision to run from his problems to 
However, at some point, a couple I 121) Kenruc:ky. 
transactions went upsidedown on him. He advises me II 122) After - in July of last year when 
before thal had happened, I believe there was nine to (23) Mr. McAmis again went on the run, made the 
.ten transactions with mobile homes that had I !24) unfortunate decision to run from his problems, he 
successfully gone forward, and the mobile homes had j 125) attempted to come up with the money to pay the 
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restitution with the hopes ii would resolve his 
problems in Canyon County. In tact, he went to the 
length of getting cashier's check for $15,250, but 
the - he advises me the court prosecutor would not 
accept the money at the time. which I don't know why 
they wouldn't accept the restitution payment at that 
point. 
But regardless, he understands that he 
has some obligations to this court. 
He - from my calculation, it looks like 
he was initially arrested In October of 2006 in this 
case, bonded in June of 2006, so it's approximately 
eight months. And then he's incarcerated, he advises 
me, on this charge since of July of this year when he 
was re-arrested in the State of Florida. 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: January 10. 
MR. HALLIN: Excuse me, July - or January. I 
misspoke. 
By my calculation that's somewhere over a 
year of county incarceration in various counties and 
states under this incident offense. 
If this court was to retain jurisdiction, 
he would - Mr. McAmis would top out somewhere over 
two years of incarceration on this incident offense. 
So on that note I think a sentence of two 
Page 44 
to five years would be appropriate. I would request 
it be suspended, give him credit for time served. 
I think that Mr. McArnis will stipulate to 
restitution in this case, if we are provided with lhe 
figures. We don't dispute the 29,000 that's been 
paid, and that's the biggest chunk of the 
restitution, from my understanding. 
So I believe Mr. McAmis - without haviftg 
authority - will stipulate to that today, to a 
restitution order in the amount of 29,000 today, and 
if the victims want to submit proof of additional 
restitution we can certainly discuss that and 
possibly stipulate to as much. 
So regardless, Mr. McAmis would like the 
opportunity to prove himseH on probation. 
I think that any term of this court would 
likely include the condition that he cannot enter 
into any business transaction without supervisory -
direct supervisor, and I think that would be good for 
Mr. McAmis. However, if this court is consider 
Incarceration, I would like !his court to consider 
the retained jurisdiction program. 
I did note Ms. Forsberg did note that she 
felt lhat Mr. McAmis suffered from some cognitive 
errors. I think lhat the cognitive - well, it's not 
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called cognitive self change at Cottonwood, there is 
a cognitive program that he could benefit from such 
on the reta'111ed jurisdiction program. 
Bul I also request that any sentence this 
court does be concurrent to what Judge Kerrick will 
pronounce in Canyon County. 
She has delayed sentencing until 
November 17, is my understanding. 
THE COURT: Why? 
MR. HALLIN: To - well, Mr. McAmis advises me 
that Is to advise - or to resolve the lingering 
Issues regarding his prior record, because the State 
has brought up the issue that he has more than one 
prior felony convictions. His public defender Alex 
Briggs has indicated to the court that, based on 
information and belief, Mr. McAmis doesn't have any 
priorfelony convictions. 
She's indicated she's going to treat them 
differently depending on how it is, so that has been 
postponed in Canyon County. 
At this time I'll defer to Mr. McAmis to 
make a statement. 
THE COURT: Mr. McAmis, is there anything 
you'd 1\1\e to say in your behalf, sir? 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes, sir, Your Honor. 
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THE COURT: Go ahead, sir. 
DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Thank you, sir. 
I'd like lo comment on the - briefly on 
what he said with Judge Kerrick. I think they're 
checking the validity of the dismissal paper document 
that was submitted to them, so they postpon.ed it for 
that, YoorHonor. 
Secondly, or first of all, I'd like to 
apolo;;iize to David and Robin and their family. I 
understand they don't want to accept it, but I am 
truly sorry for the hardships I have caused the 
family, for my business mistakes. 
I rea»y would like the opportunity, if 
it's possible, that my attorney could pass my file 
which is so thck with not things against me, but 
business transactions that I have done, Your Honor, 
and successfully completed. 
My bank records are in there with at 
least a half dozen - plus Latah Motors makes about 
14 mobile homes transactions that I've received 
people's money in my custody and I properly sent it 
to Vanderbilt Mortgage, Your Honor. All those 
documents are in the files. The ownershp of my 
Kenworth trucks, which were over $55,000 apiece, my 
CaterpaJar loader, my flatbed trailers, my 
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1800-a-month rent at Airway Court and at the storage (1) guarantees, and the employer says, well, I'm not 
lot in Caldwell that I also kept with 12 homes on it, (2) going to get my payments 10 years from now. 
Your Honor. (3) So I did have II worked out that if this 
Also. the records that Mr. and Mrs. James (4) was - if I were to get some opportunity, Your Honor, 
have not seen were my monies that was brought in that (5) to make some payment, I could gel this loan for the 
they claim from the - whoever told them it was (6) first one, and they told me as soon as I got this 
partying was wired in fact for a Golden West mobile (7) loan paid off, which would possibly take me six 
home, which I showed them. That monies is all (Bl months to a year, they would give me the larger loan 
documented by my Bank of America paperwork where I (9) for the money to pay off the Jameses. So - and this 
was buying these homes, Your Honor, with the people's 110) cashier check here. Your Honor, is it all 
cash. 111) verifiable. 
I know, Your Honor, that I got into a (12) THE COURT: All right. Well, thank you very 
real mess and I was not truthful when I should have 113) much, Mr. McAmis. 
been with the Jameses. I did try- I got into a (14) DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes, sir, Your Honor. 
panic and I tried to shelter myself maybe from them (15) THE COURT: I appreciate your remarks. 
being angry at me, and I tried and tried to find a (16) DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Your Honor, can I say one 
way to appease them. I honestly just did not have (17) last thing? 
the funds, Your Honor, to get them the $45,000. (18) THE COURT: Certainly. 
I did hire an attorney and try to work (19) DEFENDANT MCAMIS: If you do get an 
out a repayment, but by the time we finally came to a (20) opportunity, Your Honor, to look at my file, just 
resolution, Your Honor, I honestly was in such bad (21) please note that I spent my whole fife savings on 
financial condition that I didn't know what to do. I (22) trucks and machinery and equipment. My overhead and 
kept praying that something would occur, I kept (23) bills going out off of my credit cards and things to 
trying hard to make another sale, and it didn't work, I (24) my business on my rent, my payments on my trucks, my 
Your Honor. (25) insurance, the Department of Transportation, 
Page 48 Page SO 
And when the warrants were filed I did (1) insurance, all those were way in excess of I'd say 
panic and I made a very bad judgment, but I felt if I (2) $100,000, Your Honor, to 180, that's everything I 
would come with the money that this would all be (3) ever owned. 
okay. (4) And I would never spend $180,000 to steal 
And, Your Honor, I did go get with my (5) two small mobile home paychecks, Your Honor. It was 
prior employment. I have all the documentation from (6) honestly only a business mistake and it's my mistake. 
Canyon County for where I got the cashier's check (7) but if you can please look through all those 
made out to Canyon County Clerk of the Court for full (8) documents, Your Honor, you'Q see it was not a 
restitution for the plea agreement there. (9) fly-by-night purposeful whatever they called it where 
All I've thought about, Your Honor, since (10) I just set it up. I spent a hundred times more, Your 
I've - I have been incarcerated for a couple years, (11) Honor, than what - and I didn't walk away with a 
but the short four months I was out, all I tried to (12) penny. 
do, Your Honor, was work and beg and anything I could (13) If you look at where it went, it's all in 
do with my previous people that I was employed with I (14) my bank records, Your Honor, and in my business 
to give me a loan. And I did acquire that, Your I (15) records. And there is a huge file right here that my 
Honor. I knew I couldn't do them both at the same I (16) attorney can give you, if you like, Your Honor. 
time or I would have tried. This was the smaller I (17) THE COURT: WeH, we'd be glad to see those 
amount. (18) documents as you and Mr. Hallin think appropriate. 
I did have an agreement, and they will (19) DEFENDANT MCAMIS: Yes, sir. 
verify if you call them, that if this would have been (20) AH right. Based on the nature of the 
accepted for the plea agreement, which I'm haping it (21) offense and the Information in the presentence 
stijl will if I'm not going to be gone for years in (22) investigation, the presenlation of the prosecutor and 
prison, the only reason it hasn't been facilitated is (23) that of defense counsel, our supplemental testimony 
because the employer says, well. give me something in (24) from Mr. and Mrs. James and Mr. McAmis's presentation 
writing. At this point no one will do any (25) here today, the application of the weighted ends of 
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